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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

ISSUES - FIRST SIX MONTHS 

Approval of State Plans 

Inflationary and Economic Impact 
Statements 

On-site Consultation 

MESA Transfer 

Policy Issue 

Policy Issue 

Legislative 

Legislative 

Issue 

Issue 

Toxic Substances Act Program Issue 

Noise Standard Program Issue 

Special Susceptibility Groups Policy Issue 

Revision of Safety Standards Policy Issue 

Agriculture Policy Issue 

{Issues listed in approximate order of importance and 
urgency) 
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I. Statement of Issues 

Ho~·; should OSHA determint~ 't-Thether or not a state may operate 
its 0\·ln job safety and health plan, as provided in the Act? 

II. Background 

The OSH Act requires that OSHA, follo~dng its approval of a 
state plan, carry out a monitoring and evaluation process of the state 
progra:n for a total of four years. Specific factors are monitored by 
OSHA for purposes of determining that the plan does or does not meet 
the standard set out in the Act: any state plan should be as effective 
as OSHA. Parenthetically, labor groups have been of the view that state 
plans are not "as effective as" OSHA and have therefore opposed approval 
and certification of state plans. 

The specific factors to be monitored are presently under review 
to identify more meaningful performance measures. For example, should 
a state be certified if its safety program is up to par but its health 
program, upon which OSHA put little emphasis until no>v, is seriously 
lagging? In addition, many states are at odds with OSHA over other, 
more specific criteria. Even with development of specific criteria, 
the judgmetlt will be largely subjective and subject to great controversy, 
both substantive and political. 

III. Status 

Twenty-four state plans have received approval. Fi~~-\of them 
have received initial certification and are in the one year (18e) final 
decision period. There are a number of other state plans that ar~ also 
likely to be considered for certification in the next few months. It is~ 
therefore, essential that the s~bstance of OSHA monitoring and evaluation 
of state plans be defensible with respect to safety and health protection 
and be able to stand up to legal revie~-1. Nuch work has been done on this 
issue in tenns of laying out objective criteria. The more subjective 
criteria are the subject of discussions now scheduled to be held .in 
December. . 'l 

~V. Critical Dates 

First six months of 1977, fourteen states will become 
eligible to receive initial certification: Alaska, California~ 
Colorado~ Connecticut, Hawaii, Indiana~ Kentucky, Maryland, 
Michigan, Oregon, Tennessee~ Vermont, Virgin Islands and Washington 
State. 



INFLATIO~ARY IMPACT STATEMENTS 

!. Statement of Issue 

How should OSHA react if Executive Order 11821, which reg~ires 
assessment of inflationary impact of government actions, 
expires as planned on December 31 1 1976? 

.. 

II. Background 

Executive Order ill821 requires that major proposals for 
legislation and regulations be accompanied by a certification 
that inflationary impact of the proposal has been evaluated. 
This has been the subject of frequent criticism, particularly 
by organized labor, including two lettets from George Meany 
to the Secretary of Labor and at least one major suit urging 
repeal of the order. OSHA's position has been that studies 
of this nature are essential to establish fairness and com
prehensiveness in the rulemaking process. Thus, critical 
elements for OSHA consideration include the state of industrial· 
technology and the economic consequences of proposed actions, 
especially when considering the timing of compliance require
ments •. The data developed through this process can provide 
factual answers to many questions and criticisms of OSHA 
regulations as examples of expensive and ineffective govern
mental regulation. Further, these studies provide evidence 
when inevitable court challenges arise from standard setting 
or enforcement actions. 

III. Status 

OSHA has taken actions to internalize the requirements of 
the order by establishing agency procedures to make it an 
integral part of standards development, without delaying 
the rulemaking process. It is important to continue this 
sort of analysis whether the Executive Order expires or is 
extended. 

The inflation impact analysis requirement, therefore serves. 
a useful purpose even while making the rule-making process 
for OSHA somewhat more cumbersome. It has been helpful both 
in the development of productive standards and to fend off 
criticisms pf arbitrary actions in the standards development 
process, particularly from industry groups. Should Executive 
Order 11821 expire, OSHA may find itself under considerable 
pressure not to perform the very sort of economic analysis 
that is becoming increasingly important in the rulemaking, 
regulating and judicial processes. 

v. Critical Dates 

Early 1977 -- define and defend an anorooriate economic 
analysis procedure should Executive Order 11821 exnir.P. 

I 



ON-!i.!_rrc ·-CONSUL'fAT I~JE ASS IS'IANCE TO Er1PLOYERS 

I. Sta~~rnen~ of Issue 
....---·-----~----

. What should the Administration's position be with respect 
to providing on-site consultative assistance to employers? 

II. Backg_£~ 

Since its inception OSHA has been urged by employers to 
provide assistance in understanding and complying with the 
OSH Act primarily through on-site consultation without threat 
of citation or penalty. Proponehts of this service have main
tained that OSHA's safety and health standards are sufficiently 
technical as to require expertise not readily available to most 
employers. DOL has interpreted the OSH Act such that Federal 
OSHA inspectors on the worksite were bound to cite violations 
and thus could not provide sanction-free consultations or in
spections. However, in support of consultative services OSHA 
has allowed the 24 existing State job safety and health programs, 
to provide this service. In addition, 13 States without safety 
and health programs are offering consultation reimbursed by 
Federal funds. In the remaining 19 States or jurisdictions 
employers must avail themselves of private consultants or 
discuss problems with OSHA away from the worksite. Many bills 
have been introduced in Congress during the last 5 years to 
provide Federal on-site consultation. An on-site consultation 
bill passed t.he House· in November 1975, 115-15, but a count.erpart 
measure failed to receive Senate approval. The Ford Administration 
had supported both bills. The business community, for the most 
part, has supported consultation amendments while organized 
labor has opposed them, claiming that consultation by Federal 
OSHA would dilute enforcement. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

OSHA has prepared a number of issue papers on this topic 
and is near completion of 2 contracted studies designed to 
evaluate and describe the nature and effectiveness of existing 
consultation activities. There are varying interpretations of 
\</hat " con.sultation" is. In addition, a recent reorganization 
of OSHA posits an expanded role for the offices dealing with 
consultative services. Legislative action in favor of consul
tation would require a series of major resource decisions for 
OSHA .. 

IV. Critical Dates 

On-site consultation amendments will certainly be introduced 
in the 95th Congress, probably early in the session, even though 
the main supporters in the Senate and the House will not be re
turning. The policy issue here is whether to support or oppose 
consultation amendments and which alternative methods of providing 
consultation, if any, are to be developed. An early decision on 
the first issue is necessary in order to determine our legislative 
strategy. The timing of the second issue depends on the lead 
time granted OSHA by any n2w statute. 

' 



TRANSFERRING MESA TC DOL 

I. Statement of Issue 

What should the Administration's position be regarding ~he 
the proposal to transfer the Mine Enforcement Safety Adroinistra-
tton (MESA) to the Department of Labor? 

II. Background 

Legislation to transfer NESA from Department of the In
terior to DOL was introduced in both Houses of the 94th Con
gress. The House passed a MESA transfer bill, which also 
contained major amendments to the Federal Metal and Nonmetallic 
Nine Safety Act, by 309-86: the Senate bill mandating transfer 
and strengthening of mine safety laws was reported out of Commit-· 
tee but did not receive floor consideration before Congress · 
adjourned. Both bills also contained provisions delineating 
jurisdictional areas between OSHA and MESA, a point of contention 
\-lith the mining industry, unions and the agencies. The p·ord 
Administration and the mining industry opposed MESA transfer, 
maintaining that the Interior Department had the requisite · 
experience and expertise to administer mine safety la\'lS~ 
segments of organized labor, especially the United Mine Workers 
and the United Steeh10rkers, pressed for transfer to DOL, claiming 
that Interior's responsibilities for energy resource development 
tonflicted with its safety duties. 

III. Status of work on the Issue 

A series of issue papers on HESA transfer has been prepared by 
DOL during discussions with OMB and Interior this year. · 

IV. Critical Dates 

Although the sponsor of the l1ESA transfer bill in the 
House, Congressman Dominick Daniels (D. N.J.), has retired, it 
is likely that similar legislation will be introduced in both ~ 
the.House and Senate immediately after Congress resumes. The·· 
issues to be resolved include the Administration's position on 
the transfer issue; the administrative location of MESA within 
DOL, if transfer is approved, and the position to be taken re
garding the provisions which add OSHA-like features to the 
current mine safety la\vS (e.g. employee •;~al karound rights, 
general .duty clause, etc.). 
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t-ihat input:'i s~r,Julrl OSP..A ~-al· e to EP•' t o assure r r oper impl er.:enta'tio.: 
of t he toxic substa~ce co~rrol act ? 

I I. Eacl:..t?,round 

III. 

IV. 

The To-xic Substances Control Act of 197(; Has recently signed into 
latv after some five years of Congressional debate. This reajor 
piece of legisla tion presents OSF.A l·iith a real opportunity to help . 
struct ure a meanir.gful Federal effort 'to prevent occupational health 
problems, such as occurred \-Tith Kepone, b~fore they arise. However, 

_because of F.'PA' s mission it ldll undoubtely use its substantial 
resources to focus regulations on environmental protection rather 
than workplace · ·protection. It is therefore incumbent upon OSHA to 
work closely with EPA ~n order t~ ensure application of the provision$ 
of the statute to worker protection. 

Status 

EPA has set up a number of_working . groups that OSa~ has been invited 
tc atte~d. OSP.A is also represented by .statute on the interagency 
committee on priorities. Key concerns, among o~hers, that OSP~ will 

-want to -focus on are: regulatory strategy, interagency coordination, 
: scope a_nd content of reporting -and recordkeeping programs; · identifica
tion of 50 priority substances; .design of -data -systems; implementation 
of premarket notification programs; and definition of categories under 
testing regulations.- Close monitoring of proposed regulations and · 
inplementation plan$ will be required to insure that OSlL~ concerns are 
taken into full consideration. · lfuat OSF-<\' s precise role lYill be iu 
helping to define "toxic substances" is still unclear. Another open 
question is to l>:rhat extent OSHA will be able to acquire data on all 
firms utilizing _a particular toxic substance. Such data, while im~ 
posing a larger enforcement burde·n on OSF.A, l:ould be enormously helpful 
in identifying workplace hazards. · Finally, therc ·are 2 number of 
concerns that attach to broader DOLgoals, such as t-rork.ers' compensa
tion, occupational illness data, and joint envi~onmental/inflation 
impact statements. 

Critical Dates 

I-:~u.-:tediate · parti.cipation -in task groups, etc. 

!-!arch 1977 Initial publication of EPA regulatory strategy. _ 

: 
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NOISE STANDARD ..... 

I. Statement of Issue 

What permissible noise exposure limit will OSHA establish and 
what methods of compliance with that standard will be required? 

II. Background 

' 

OSHA publish~d a proposed amendment to its present noise standard 
in October 1974. The current noise standard being enforced by OSHA 
includes an average 90 decibel exposure limit for an 8-hour work period, 
engineering and administrative controls as the primary means of limiting 
exposure, and a general requirement for a hearing conservation program. 
The new, proposed standard, similar in many respects to the present 
standard, would clarify the requirement for the use of engineering 
controls for noise reduction and add specific requirements for ~hearing 
conservation program. 

OSHA's proposal has been sharply criticized by EPA and several 
labor unions as not being sufficiently protective and these groups 
suggest that the exposure level be reduced below 90 decibels. Industry 
has been equally critical of OSHA's proposal to require the use of engi
neering controls in lieu of less costly ear protectors and related 
hearing conservation measures. Industry likewise argues that the 
present 90 decibel exposure limit provides adequate protection. The 
impact· of this standard across indust:ries and the substantial discus
sion surrounding the economic and engineering feasibility issues has 
engendered major controversy. 

Enforcement of the cur~ent OSHA noise standard is also becoming 
increasingly difficult in light of a recent Occupational Safety and 
Health Review Commission decision. That ruling would require OSHA to 
prove the economic and technological feasibility of required engi
neering controls on a case by case basis. Issuance of a final noise 
standard would presumably relieve much of that burden by providing a 
public record that would establish the feasibility of such a standard 
in a general fashion. 

III. Status 

Two public hearings have been held; two economic impact studies 
have been issued by OSHA; and several thousand pages of written comment, 
oral testimony, and exhibits received. Cost estimates for the various 
options under consideration have been substantial, ranging from 
$284 million to in excess of $18 billion in annualized cost to industry. 
Labor groups have charged OSHA, because of these costs, with delaying 
the rulemaking with lengthy studies related to these cost estimates. 

IV. Critical Dates 

The public comment period is scheduled to close December 8, 1976. 
Normally, a final standard should be issued within 60 days after that. 
OSHA has indicated in letters to Mr. Meany and Congressman Obey that a 
final standard will be issued in "early 1977." Failure to do so or to 
develop an acceptable alternative will likely result in renewed criticism 
of OSHA by numerous interest groups, particularly organized labor. 

• 



GROUPS WITH SPECIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY TO WORKPLACE HAZARDS 

I. Statement of Issue 

What should be OSHA'~ lead standard? More generally, how can OSHA · 
protect highly susceptible group.s in the working population 
without violating Eq~l Employment Opportunity regulations or . 
other, less formal conventions regarding employment opportunities? . . 

II. Bac kgro~ 

The Secretary of Labor is faced nith ·conflicting goals in this · 
area. OSF.A is charged with assuring all workers· a safe and healthy 
workplace. Medical evidence indicates that sone groups have co~~on 
characteristics which comprise a heightened susceptibility to 
certain toxic substances found in the workplace. Host prominent · 
are 'l.vonen of childbearing capacity \o7hen ex!"osed to lead or · to ionizing 
radiation or Blacks _with sickle cell aneaia l·rhen exposed to lead. 
There are num~rous other substances, known and unknown, that affect 
particular groups. Moreover, it is often neither technologically 
nor economically feasible to lower exposures to such substances · 
to a ·level that would protect all workers, including highly susceptible 
groups. The alternative may be that OSHA should rJ.ove to · exclude such . 
g~oups from the risk ·of such exposure •. 

However, this ra;l."ses issues of equal employment opportunity. For 
example, TI1e Office of Federal Contract Compliance, under Executive 
Order 11246 and Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, is 
required to assure that affirmative action is taken in the employ-· 
ment ar.d promotion of minority, female and handi~apped workers 
by Federal contractors. Title VII of the. civil Rights Act of 
1964, as amended , also prohibits any employment discrimination • 

III. Status . · . .. 

The issue, perhaps, arises nost clearly wi_th regard to women; 
Currently, 36~000~000 ~·:onen are in the labor force. The National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health estimates that more 
than 1,000,()00 of these tmmen bet~-Teen the ages of 16 and 34 are 
currently exposed to cheoicals that could affect · their capacity 
to bear children. The grmdng aHareness of this problem in the 
media and increasing activis~ in "major wor.en's groups are creating 
special pressures to deal '·7ith this side of the :i.ssue. 'Ihe upcoming 
hearings on the proposed lead standard are likely to be used as a 
forut:l for their viet·$. Consideratio!l is being given to forr:ling 
a special tnsk force on >•ol'len in the \-~od":place to follm-:-up 
on a j~st~conpleted OS!~~ study on this issue. 

~citical Dates 

Early 1977-- The henrings on the proposed lead standard 'l.dll bring 
this i ssue to a head. 



REVISION OF SAFETY STANDARDS 

. 
•I.: Statement of Issue 

How should OSHA proceed on the revision of it safety standards? 

II . Backgrou~~ 

Comprehensive revision of the several thousand consensus safety standards 
began in 1976. Adopted in bulk shortly after the signing, ·in 1970, of 
OS&\'s authorizing legislation, these standards -were never thoroughly 
revie\.;ed. Consequently, many are overly con_plex, redundant and often 
unr~lated to employee safety . The ·standards, in fact, had originally 
be~n t-tri tten by technicians and t.J"ere designed principally for voluntary 
use in manufacturing by other technicians. They v~ere not meant to be 
mandatory standards for use in all \~orkplaces or without profession~l 
advice. Nevertheless, the OSH Act essentially adopted them in ~. 
effective August 1971. They have been the subject of much criticism of 

·osHA such as "confusing," "petty," and "irrelevant." 

After several months of preparation, OSHA launched its revision process 
. in April 1976 by publishing about 15 percent of the consensus safety . 

·standards and requesting information and comment on areas which should be 
modified. Publication was follo\-Ted by a series of public meetings around 
the country to provide full opportunity for inputs. The written and oral 
comments received are now being revie\ved prior to publication, probably 
in February 1977, of a proposed rule suggesting specific revisions of the 
subjec;t safety standards. · The standards currently undergoing revision 
were selected because of their broad impact. Revision s~o~~4 greatly 
fessEm the regulatory burden on employers while affording at least the 
same degree of protection to employees. Nevertheless, some controversy 
is likely to surround publication of .these revisions. 

III. Status 

Shortly after OSHA began work, a Presidential Task Force of attorneys 
and safety experts detailed from outside agencies, as well as OSHA, was 
established to provide assistance. · The Task Force addressed itself to 
revising an additional 10% of the consensus safety standards. The Task 
Force made two separate but related recommendations: one involving 
specific areas where revisions of the standards seemed appropriate, and 
the other involving a new approach to administering safety standards, 
substituting goal-oriented performance standards for the cumbersome 
specification standards. These recommendations were conveyed to OSHA 
and were publicly discussed by the National Advisory Committee on 
Occupational Safety and Health in October 1976. The Task Force's recom
mendations are now being studied further by OSHA. The next step is 
publication in the Federal Register for comment. 

IV. Critical Dates 

OSHA should revise additional sections of the standards. The Task 
Force is presently scheduled to be dissolved at the end of December and 
a decision must be made on how to continue the safety standards revision 
effort. · 

-. 

.. 
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•} . : . 
·OSHA AGRICU.L'I'Uf·AL POLICY 

I. Statement of Issue 

·How should OSHA treat the agricultural sector v.;hich, in 
many respects, is unique in the spectrum of industries in t:1e 
u.s.? 

II. Backgrourtd 

OSHA's efforts in the agricultural sector have been limited, 
with s.ix standards promulgate-d pertaining specifically to farm 
employers and only 1.5% of OSHA's total inspections made on 
farms. Nevertheless, OSHA's actions in this area haye drawn 
considerable and vocal opposition froo the farm community, and 
farm state legislators have led several Congressional attempts 
to amend the OSH Act. This resulted in the appropriations 
amendment exempting farms with 10 or fe\ver employees from OSHA's 
authority for fiscal year 1977. The agency regards as unfor
tunate the precedent of exclusion of a segment of the working 
population from safety and health coverage. Agriculture spokesmen 
have maintained that OSHA is insensitive to the nature of farm 
employment and has not consulted sufficiently with agriculture 
experts in devising farm policy. The fact remains that agri
culture is a dangerous occupationi the National Safety Council 
lists it second in number of employee deaths during 1975. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

As a result of the controversial nature of OSHA's action~ in 
this area, the Agency has tried to augment its use of agricultural 
expertise and advice. A special adviser for agricultural affairs, 
with broad agriculture experience, has been hired; OSHA has in
creased its contacts with the Department of Agriculture and with 
Congressional Agriculture committees; the composition of the 
Standards Advisory Committee on Agriculture has been strengthened; 
and the controversial field sanitation standard proposal of last 
summer is being intensively reviewed to determine the proper dis
position of such a rule. 

IV. Critical Dates 

The appropriations amendment exempting small farms ex
pires with the end of the fiscal year, but floor discussion oi: 
the FY 1978 DOL-HEW appropriations is expected in late spring. 
It would be particularly important to try and keep the exclusion 
from recurring. Any strategy for dealing with this and further 
araendmen ts should thus .be cons iderej immediately. < • • 

In regard to the field sanitation proposal, the OSHA Act 
provides that within 60 days after the period for public comment, 
OSHA shall direct that a hearing take place or a determination be 
made that the rule not be issued. A decision to commence public 
hearings, which is expected soon, would set this statutory time
tabl•;) i.n mot ion. 

' 





EMPLOYMENT STA~DARDS ADMINISTRATION 

ISSUES - FIRST SIX MONTHS 

State Workers' Compensation 

Hearing Loss 

Black Lung Benefits 

ESA-Continuation of Pay 

Executive Order 11246 

Consolidation - Executive Order 11246 

ESA-Davis-Bacon/PWEDA 

ESA-Davis-Bacon Enfo.rcement 

Amend FLSA 

Legislative Issue 

Policy Issue 

Legislative Issue 

Policy Issue 

Regulatory Issue 

Program Issue 

Program Issue 

Program Issue 

Legislative Issue 

(Issues listed in approximate order of importance and 
urgency.) '' 
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Legislative Issue 
State Workers' Compensation 

I. Statement of Issue 

How should DOL respond to the recommendations of the 
Interdepartmental Workers' Compensation Task Force? 

I I. Ba-ckground \ __ , •. .:s;-_.:_,·:t:~ .. .-·, 

In a July 1972 report, the National Commission on State Workmen's Com
pensation Laws made 84 recommendations to improve workers• compensation 
programs, including 19 identified as so essential that they should be 
implemented by the States by July 1, 1975. Six of the essential recom
mendations concerned closing coverage gaps, nine dealt \•lith the adequacy 
of income replacement benefits, others concerned coverage for ~rk-~elated 
diseased, medical care and rehabilit~tion benefits, and choice of 
jurisdiction to file claims. In May 1974, the President issued a White 
Paper generally supporting the 19 essential recommendations and other· 
impro~ements in Stat~ proqrams, althouqh qenerally opposinq further 

Federal involvem:mt in favor of enoour~g~g State initiative. In addition, 
an Interdepartmental Worker5' Compensation Task Force was established 
to accelel~ate State reform to evaluate State progress, and to implement 
a program of fut•ther reseal~ch. 

Both the House Subcommittee on r~anpower, Compensation, and Health and 
Safety of the House Education and Labor Committee and the Senate Sub
committee of Labor of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public l~el fa1·e 
have held lengthy heat'ings in the 94th Congress. Bills considered by 
the subcommittees contained provisions imposing varying levels of 
Federali?ation of the workers• compensation programs. Active interest 
by the Congress can be anticipated during the next two years. 

III. Status of Work on the Issu2 

A report by the Interdepartmental Workers• Compensation Task Force is 
scheduled in the near future. In addition, ASPER is preparing a decision 
paper scheduled for completion in December, which will propose options 
related to legislation and the future of the task force. 

IV. Critical Dates 

A decision of the future of the task force will be necessary soon after 
it submits its report. Recommendations to the Congress, based on the 
task force report, should be developed by late spring. 

, 
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I. Statement of Issue 

Policy Issue 
Hearing Loss 

What criteria should be used to determine job-related hearing loss 
under the Federal Employees' Compensation Act (FECA) and the Long
shoremen's and Harbor ~Jorkers' Compensation Act (LSHWCA). 

II. Background 

In 1969, the Department departed from the American Medical Association 
guidelines for testing for hearing loss cases under the FECA, adopting 
more liberalized criteria based on studies by the National Institute of 
Occupational Safety and Health. The more liberal standards were applied 
to the LSHWCA in July 1976. The change in standards involves the tonal 
frequency levels at which hearing loss is tested and the formulae by 
which impairment is calculated. -· 

Concurrent with the change in standards, the number of FECA claims 
filed annually alledging hearing loss rose from approximately.400 
annually to between 5,000 and 7,000 annually. The Department of Defense,· 
the General Accounting Of:ice and Labor's Internal Audit group have 
raised issues suggesting that the more liberal criteria are encouraging 
claims, resulting in undue benefits for limited impairment~ There 
are no universally accepted frequency levels for testing hearing impair
ment as it related to workers' compensation principles. There are also 
criticisms-. from the ;same source regarding the procedural aspects of 
hearing loss adjudication which are being received. With a possible 
liability of $90 million associated with the 14,000 plus hearing loss 

·cases currently in the pipeline, the credibility of adjudicatory 
standards is paramount . . . 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

Several papers have been prepared in prior years on the subject by the 
Department's internal audit group. Results of GAO's inquiries into the 
subject are contained in House Report 94-1757 and accompanying testimony 
from this fall's House oversight hearings on the FECA. ESA is internally 
reviewing several options to assess changes in hearing loss procedures 
and is negotiating with AMA•a Academy of Ophthamology and Otolaryngology 
(MOO} for research on testing criteria. 

IV. Critical Dates 

With pressures from claimants for prompt adjudication continuing and equal 
pressures to change procedures from Federal agencies also continue, a 
policy and operational determination is urgently needed. 

, 



I. Statement of Issue 

legislative Issue 
Black lung Benefits 

The Department must develop a position on probable proposals to amend 
the Black lung Benefits Act, to among other things, extend the 1981 
termination date of Federal payment of Black Lung benefits, establish 
a trust fund to pay the benefits, establish automatic entitlements to 
benefits, and to liberalize the medical evidence required to approve 
claims. · 

II. Background 

Both the House of Representatives• and the Senate's Committee on labor 
and Public Welfare (\·lith amendments by the Senate Finance Committee) 
approved bills in 1976 to amend the Black-Lung Benefit provisions of 
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, although the measures 
had significant differences. Both bills sought to liberalize standards 
for eligibility to counter the- low rate of approval of claims {8-10%), 
and extend the statutory termination date of the program (currently 
at 1981). The Congress tdn be expected to take up the legislation 
when it returns in January. There is a degree of interest within the 
Department on the trust fund concept. The Administration has, however, 
flatly opposed both the House and Senate measures proposed in the last 
Congress, particularly any liberalization of entitlement, due to the 
impact on Federal costs. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

The Office of the Solicitor of labor is preparing an issue paper v1hich 
will consider the various options for restructuring the Black Lung 
legislation, including possible trust fund proposals. 

IV. Critical Dates 

The SOL paper is scheduled for completion and subsequent circulation for 
comment in December. If the Executive Branch \·/ants to take the initiative 
on Black lung Benefits Act legislation, it should have formulated positions 
for the preparation of testimony and have drafted any alternative legis
lation by the end of February 1976. ' 



·. 

Policy Issue 
ESA- ; Continuation of Pay 

I. Statement of Issue 

II. 

III. 

The Department must determine whether or not the expanding caseflow 
and alleged claims filing abuses resulting from the Continuation-of
Pay (COP) provisions of the Federal Employees' Compensation Act 
(FECA) are sufficient to \'/arrant revisions to the present legislation 
or regulations. · 

Background 

The 1974 Amendments to the FECA included a provision for salary 
continuation for up to 45 days for an employee's job-related 11 traumatic 11 

injury, elimination of the initial 3-day \'Jaiting period before receipt 
of benefits, and free choice of a personal physician to examine and 
certify an injury. The COP provision intended to alleviate the then
existing major time lag beb1een the date of an employee's injury and 
the initial receipt of benefits. In this respect, that particular 
provision has succeeded. However in combination these provisions 
appear to have stimulated increased utilization of the FECA for short~ 
term injur1es, \vith over 80,000 COP cases filed in FY 1976, compared 
to about 28,000 initially projected at the time the provisions were 
enacted. Federal agencies are experiencing increasing amounts of 
dollar outlays for non-productive labor time as a result of such cases, 
and are alleging that the provisions encourage abuse and malingering. 
This has been brought out in Congressional oversight testimony by 
several agencies. The FECA program has the responsibility to "post
adjudicate" these agency-paid claims (certify for job-relatedness and 
proper level of payment), and process all bills and costs for medical 
treatment associated with COP cases. There is evidence that current 
procedures do not permit either the agencies orFECA to realistically 
monitor the use of the COP provisions.· 

Status of Work on the Issue 

An in-dep'th analysis of the COP provision,. and its workload and fiscal 
impact on both the FECA program and other Federal agencies, is currently 
underway. It will address the proper period of agency responsibility 
for salary continuation, the need, if any, for the re-institution of an 
initial waiting period for benefits, the process for an agency to 
controvert an employee's claim, and the impact of the free choice of 
physicians on FECA utilization. Other Federal agencies, as well as 
the General Accounting Office and Congressional staff, are also studying 
the rising costs and potential for abuse in claims filed under the 
FECA. A number of options to increase agency involvement and to simplify 
operational procedures are being developed. 

IV. Critical Dates 

With oversight hearings having been just concluded, mounting pressures 
from Federal agencies, and widespread, if often inaccurate, adverse 
publicity of the FECA progl~am, decisions will be needed early in 1977 
with regard to the approach to the subject. Federal agencies, such as 
the Postal Service, are pushing for a quick response. 

While a number of corrective actions could be taken administratively, 
unde~ current authorities it may be necessary to seek amendatory legislation. 
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Regulatory Issue 
Executive Order 11246 

I. Statement of Issue 

Should the Department finalize the proposed regulations under E.O. 11246 
for comment to simplify compliance procedures and reporting requirements 
for Federal contractors subject to tile Executive Order. 

II. Background 

On September 17, 1976, the Department published for comment material 
changes in the regulations establishing requirements for contractor com
pliance under E.O. 11246. The Executive Order establishes requirements 
that Federal contractors must meet in taking affirmative action to hire 
and advance in employment minorities and \'IOmen. Tl'e proposed regulations 
are designed to reduce the costly paperwork burden associated with the 
affirmative action requirements, particularly for small business. The 
proposed changes would raise the dollar volume and employee threshold 
before an Affirmative Action Plan and subsequent reports must be filed. The ne\v 
regulations would also sl·':stitute a "letter of deficiency" for the 
present "show caus~ notice" procedures in case of non-compliance. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

Public comment was solicited at a series of hearings held during the 
\'leek of November 2. Women's groups and minority organizations do not 
favor the proposal -- especially the elimination o~ the show cause notices. 

Reaction was strong enough to provoke the House Subcommittee on Equal 
Opportunjties to call a hearing on November 10. The Department noted 
that these changes had been under consideration for five years and were 
developed in close consultation with a variety of interest groups, 
although there \'las no attempt to obtain a consensus. No commitments 
were made during that period. 

IV. Critical Dates 

The 60 day comment period is still in force. In addition, the testimony 
obtained at the four open hearings must be reviewed. 

The opinion expressed at the November 10 Congressional hearing was that 
the first part of the regulations ready to go into effect would be 
those dealing with E.O. 11246. · 

The current target date for the Department's:1evaluation of ·comments and·· 
final action is January 17, 1977. 
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Program Issue 
ESA- ; Davis-BaconJPWEDA 

Statement of Issue 

Federally funded construction work is being performed by local 
government entities without the payment of Davis-Bacon Act prevailing 
wages. 

I I. Background 

Title X of the Public Works and Economic Development Act (PHEDA) 
provides funds to local governments to undertake construction projects. 
The more recent Local Public Works Capital Development and Investment 
Act of 1976 funds projects which could begin \'lithin 90 days of grant. 
The intent of the latter measure was to alleviate unemployment quickly, 
and to provide quick stimulation to the economy. Some recipients are 
using funds from the Acts to perform construction with their own 
employees {11 force account11

) rather than the rates paid to regular 
employees for the trades in question. In most cases the latter 
wage rates are lower than those specified for Davis~Bacon projects. 

These Acts are administered by the Economic Development Administration 
(EDA) in the Department of Commerce. The enabling legislation contains 
the normal references to Davis-Bacon provisions for Federally funded 
construction. Instances have occurred Hhere grant recipients apparently 
hire large numbers of employees on a temporary basis to perform 
construction which \.Yould not normally be performed with their regular 
work force. The Department has taken the position that in such 
instances, Davis-Bacon provisions should apply. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

The Department's position \'/as communicated to the Secretary of 
Commerce initially in April 1976 concerning the PWEDA. (See 
Attachments).· The Secretary of Commerce responded in that same 
month, in effect rejecting the DOL position, citing previous decisions 
of the Solicitor of Labor concerning 11 force account .. work. With regard 
to the subsequently passed Local Public Horks Capital Development 
and Investment Act of 1976, which has similar provisions, the 
Department has again voiced its position in a letter to the Secretary 
of Commerce dated October 27, 1976. No response has yet been received. 

IV. Critical Dates 

Commerce will likely reiterate its conflicting position, thereby 
leaving this issue at impasse. There is public interest in this 
issue, and ultimate resolution of the differing agency positions 
will be needed early in 1977. 
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Program Issue. 
ESA-2; Davis-Bacon Enforcement 

I. Statement of Issue 

The current minimal enforcement of the prevailing wage and other 
provisions under the Davis-Bacon Act for Federally-funded construction~ 
requires a basic decision as to whether this circumstance can continue) 
and the best means to obtain a strengthened enforcement posture. 

II. Background 

Davis-Bacon prov1s1ons apply to about 75,000 construction contracts 
~nnually with an estimated total value of $35- $40 billion. A · 
conservative estimate of direct wage payments on these projects is 
approximately $13 billion annually. Enforcement authority under 
the Davis-Bacon Act is fragmented. Primary enforcement responsibility 
rests with Federal contracting or grant agencies, as delegated under 
Reorganization Plan 14 of 1950. Investigation has shown that a 
number of these agencies are performing 1 ittl e, and ·in some cases 
no enforcement work. In FY 1976, all contracting agencies combined 
conducted 2,135 compliance actions, and reported only 133 cases in 
which violations exceeded $500. ESA conducted 904 compliance actions, 
of which 304 involved over $500 in violations. Of particular concern 
is the fact that some a~ancies conduct no enforcement whatsoever. 

As part of the FY 1976 budget cycle, a proposal was made to OMB to 
consolidate enforcement authority for Davis-Bacon in the Department 
of Labor. This was based on a PBRC analysis of alternatives. OMB 
has given a preliminary indication that this approach will be turned 
down because of overall concern with the validity of determinations 
and the fact that contracting and grant agencies do not have resources 
discretely identified for DBRA enforcement purposes. The resource 
aspect of the issue would thus remain unresolved, even if there is 
approva·l 'or endorsement of the basic issu~ of enforcement authority. 
Alternative program and budgetary strategies therefore need to be 
developed if there is to be a viable enforcement program. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

To spot check the overall lack of enforcement, ESA undertook investi-' 
gations this fall, of t\o1enty randomly selected projects. The contract 
value.of these projects was about $80 million. While the investigations 
are not yet complete, preliminary findings show compliance on eight 
projects, minor violations on three, substantial non-compliance on 
eight, and no judgment yet on one. There was no agency enforcement 
activity on 13 of the twenty. Wages found due to \vorkers to date total 
over $70,000, and will climb higher. All indications are that the 
compliance situation will continue to deteriorate •. ESA is .initiating 
an options study on alternative enforcement strategies. 

IV. Critical Dates 

Enforcement strategies and methodologies, and the identification of 
resource needs will be required to be completed by mid-1977, prior to 

_______ (treal Departmental budgetary decisions for the FY 1979 budget cycle. 



I. Statement of Issue 

legislative Issue 
Amend FLSA 

The Department must formulate a position on probable amendments to the 
Fair labor Standards Act to increase the Federal minimum wage by statutory 
action and/or by utilizing a price or wage index, to increase the over.
time penalty, to eliminate or revise the tip credit, and to establish 
a youth differential, and to eliminate current exemptions. 

II. Background 

During the Fall of 1975 the Subcommittee on labor Standards of the House 
Committee on Education and Labor held hearings on H. R. 10130, a bill 
introduced by Chairman Dent to amend the Fair Labor Standards Act. The 
bill would have increased the basic $2.30 an hour minimum in steps to 
$3 an hour with subsequent increased tied to the Consumer Price Index 
similar to the increases provided for the pensions of retired Federal 
employees. Additionally, the bi 11 would have increased the ovettime 
penality rate and eliminated the 50 percent tip credit for tipped em
ployees. ·Subsequent draft versions of the Dent bill would have lowered 
the initial increases in the minimum and utilized average hourly earnings 
concepts for subsequent increases, eliminated any change in the overtime 
penalty, and modified the change in the tip credit. Throughout 1976, 
the Dent subcommittee consistently indicated an intent to mark-up and 
report a bill even in the final months of the s~>sion. Chairman Dent 
has indicated that minimum wage legislation will be the first order of 
business of his subcommittee when the Congress returns in January and 
the Department and Executive Branch will be asked for views on the 
legislation. The critical issues will be whether or how much the minimum 
should be increased, and whether or how·it should be indexed. Both 
questions are tied directly to the lost real earnings of minimum wage 
workers since the last amendments in 1974 and concerns about the disem
ployment effects of increases particularly with high unemployment rates 
of certain· components of the labor force, such as teenagers and minorities. 

In addition, the Department is now completing a series of research studies 
mandated by the 1974 amendments to the Fair labor Standards Act on the 
impact o'f current exemptions to the Act and the test for exc 1 us ion from 
coverage of professional and administrative personnel. The results of these 
studies will probably be incorporated in any consideration of amendments. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

The Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evaluation and Research held a seminar 
of academicians on November 16, on the issues which was attended by staff 
of ESA and other interested agencies. ASPER is preparing an issue paper 
due for completion in December, based upon previous work done in connection 
with the proposed legislation and hearings, and taking into account the 
No_yemb~r 16 . s. e.mi _na r. . ...... ' 

IV. Critical Dates 

The Administration should have its positions formulated 
early in the Congressional session. 





1. 

LABOR-MANAGEMENT SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 

ISSUES - FIRST SIX MONTHS 

UMTA - DOL jurisdictional Issue re: 
13(c) Employee Protections 

2. Issuance of new 13(c) regulations 

3. Reduction of FLMR case backlog 

4. LMSA involvement in pre-election 
technical assistance 

5. Jurisdiction over National Education 
Association under LMRDA 

6. Memorandum of Understanding with FBI 
re: investigation of criminal pro
visions of LMRDA 

7. LMSA participation with Justice 
Department in Strike Forces of 
Organized Crime Program 

8. Confidentiality of construction 
industry wage data under FOI claim 

9. Departmental response to anticipated 
legislation re: Federal employee labor 
relations 

10. Departmental response to anticipated 
legislation re: collectivd bargaining 
rights for state and local public 
employees 

11. Departmental response to anticipated 
legislation re: "common situs" 
picketing in construction industry 

12. Departmental response to anticipated 
legislation re: repeal of Section 
14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act. 

Relationship of LMSA to Pension and 
Welfare Benefits Programs (see PWBP 
section) 

Regulatory Issue 

Regulatory Issue 

Program Issue 

Program Issue 

Regulatory Issue 

Program Issue 

Program Issue 

Program Issue 

Legislative Issue 

Legislative Issue 

Legislative Issue 

Legislative Issue 

(Issues listed in approximate order of importance and 
urgency). 
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Employee Protections - Interdepg,rtmental Jurisdiction Issue 

I. Statement of Issue 

A policy statement published in .±.he Federal Register on 
October 20, 1976, for comment contained a paragraph which, 
in the view of the Department of Labor, seeks to preempt 
the Secretary of Labor' s aathority with respect to employee 
protections in certain cases. 

IL Background 

The Department of Transportation is :not particularly 'enthusiastid 
with the employee protection program and has, on o:::!casion, 
sought to limit its applicability. In tne instant case,· UMTA 
(Urban Mass Transportation Administration of DOT) made 
statements in the Federal Register concerning the application 
of 13(c), and the eligibility of qertain employees for coverage 
thereby, in paratransit situations.. That paragraph reads as follows: . 

Where an organization is providing paratransit 
service as an incidental adjunct to its main 
business, UMTA will not consider such organi-
zation to be a mass transportation company within 
the meaning of Section 3{ e) of the Act, ~r a mass 
transportation compg,ny or system with employees 
entitled to protecti.on under Section 13(c). For 
example, a nonprofit senior citizens center· receiving 
capital assistance directly or through a public bod.y 
under Section 3 or Section 16 of the Act for the p:~rpose 
of providing transportation services to and from the 
center, would be considered by UMT A as no,t within 
the meaning of Sections.3(e) and 13(c}. Similarly, 
a private taxi operator providing shared-ride p3.ra
transit services or contract services to a public 
transit authority, e. g., to provide special transpor
tation services for elderly and handicapped p.grsons, 
could be held to be providing such services on an 
incidental basis to its main business. (underscoring 
added) 
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UMTA1 s promulgation of this Notice with the statemen~s con·:::erning 
13{ c) coverage constitutes a blatant disregard of the Secretary of 
Labor• s authority an::l responsibility under Section 13(c). UMTA 
is obviously attempting to usurp the Secretary of Labor' s decision 
making responsibility. At best, the Secretary of Labor is left in 
a position of having to comment on a proposed policy statement 
concerning his own program. 

The UMTA statement on 13(c) seems to say that if a non-tra.."l.sit 
organization provides transportation services only incidentally to 
its primary business activity, then its provision of those transporta
tion services, even with Federal assistance, will not invoke 13(c) 
protections. UMT A then implies that even taxi firms might qualify 
under this exception. · 

Left unanswered.by the UMTA statement are numerous questions. 
For example, if a firm qualifying under the 11 incidental service" 
exception engages in Federally-supported activity which causes the 
lay-off of employees on existing transit systems, are those employees 
protected? · 

More importa..11t than these technical questions, however, is the matter 
of UMTA• s usurption of the Secretary of Labor's administrative re
sponsibility un::ler Section 13{c). If UMTA can define 13(c) jurisdiction 
here, what is to keep UMT A from determining its application, or 
interpretation, elsewhere. 

lii. status 

Assistant Secretary DeLury sent a strong letter of protest to 
UMTA, an~. is_ currently awaiting a reply~ 

IV. Critical Dates 

A retraction as soon as possible by UMT A, before any action is 
taken under the proposed policy; is the only settlement of the matter 
~cceptable to the Department of Labor. 
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Employee Protections Regulations . 

I. Statement of Issue 

The issue is: (1) whether or not regulations or guidelines should 
be issued; and (2) what the content should be, i.e., procedural 
or substantive or both. 

n. Background 

The Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as amended, specifies 
that the Secretary of Labor must certify that the required employee 
protection provisions are in place hafore the Department of 
Transportation may release grant money under the statute. 
Until recently, Federal grant assistance to the Urban Mass 
Transportation sector was almost e~clusively devoted to improve
ment of existing systems. The employees of most such systems 
were organized and the parties were familiar with negotiations 
techniques. During all of this time the program was administered 
on an informal basis without written regulations or guidelines .. 
In the last two years substantially more money has been made 
available, resulting in funding for a greatly increased number of 
projects. A formula grant program for operating assistance has 
been enacted, and support has been given to new modes of trans
portation. This change has brought many new applicants into 
the program many of whom represent p:1blic jurisdictions with 
little or no experience in labor-management relations and, in 
many cases, they are strongly opposed to public employee 
bargaining. 

On July 23, 1975,· representatives of the American Public 
Transit Association, the Amalgamated Transit Union, and the 
Transport Workers Union of America signed a National Employee 
Protective Agreement for application to operating assistance 
. grants under the Urban Mass Transportation Act. The agreement 
was executed by members of the railroad unions on July 31, 1975. 
Upon signing of the National Agreement the Secretary of Labor 
joined with the parties in enc.ouraging use of the agreement as 
promptly as possible by individual transit employers and 
appropriate local representatives of affected employees. Al
though the agreement has worked well in providing a vehicle 

· for expedited certification in a vast number of cases, it has 
met with vocal opposition from a select number of applicants. 
Notwithstandmg, the Department has continued to encourage its 
utilization for operating assistance grants. · 
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ill. Status of Work on the Issue 

In June 1976, the President, through the Domestic Council, 
directed a number of actions by-the Departments of Labor 
and Transportation for p:.1rp~ses of review of the current pro
cedures and practices utilized unjer Section 13(c). As part of 
this review DOL met with and received proposals from numerous 
organizations having an interest in Section 13(c). 

The Department indicated in October 1978, its intention to 
publish proposed guidelines. Final action on the proposals 
was to be considered follo·ning receip: and review of comments 
by various interest groups. 

IV. Critical Dates 

Consultative sessions on the guidelines began in October 1976. 
They are continuing at the present time and should be concluded 
by January. However, if widely differing reactions are evident 
among the various affected groups, decisions will be required 
concerning whether or not, and how much, the proposed guide
lines should be modified on the basis of objections. 

•. 
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I. Statement of Issue 

What method should be devised to reduce the current excessive 
growing FIA1R case backlog at both the field and national office levels 
in order to make the program more responsive to the needs of the 
clientele in the Federal sector? 

II. Background 

Whereas representation case filings have remained constant in FY 75 
and FY 76, unfair labor practice filings have increased 31% between FY 74 
and 75 and again by 32% between FY 75 and 76. Grievability/arbitrability 
application filings have increased 24% between FY 75 and 76. Without an 
increase in staff, the increase in filings has resulted in FY 76 backlogs 
in the field of 4.8 months in representation cases, 9.3 months in unfair 
labor practice cases and 9.2 months in grievability/arbitrability cases. 
During this same period, backlogs in the national office have increased 
to 7.2 months for decisions and 3.5 months for request for reviews. With 
FY 77 and FY 78 projections of 25% i~creases in unfair labor practice 
filings and 15%'increases in grievability/arbitrability filings, backlogs 
for those years should be far greater. To have an effective and responsi~le 
Federal labor relations program, backlogs in the field should be reduced 
to 4 months for grievability/arbitrability and representation cases and 6 
months for unfair labor practice cases. Backlogs in the national office 
should be limited to 3 months. To offset the current excessive backlogs 
and those anticipated for FY 77 and 78, the Assistant Secretary has 
requested, and PBRC has approved, the seeking of 40.additional program 
positions in a supplemental FY 77 budget request. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

A hearing on the 40 program positions was held before OMB on 
September 22, 1976, and the matter is presently under consideration by 
that agency. 

IV. Critical Dates 

If OMB does not authorize a supplemental budget increase in FY 77, 
the seeking of a budget increase in FY 78 will be imperative. 
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To what extent shoul.:l U~SA be involved in the prov~s~011 
of pre-election technical assistance and in the actual 
conduct of union elections? 

I. Statement of Issue 

A decisioo.1. will be required as to the extent 7 direction ar.d 
level of effort wltich UrSA, in its ad:ninistration of the . 
Labor-Management Reporting aaci Disclosure Act (U::WA), u::iJ.ir.cs 
for the provision of pre-election advice anci tech;.tical· .:.s::;is
tance and for the observation of the conduct of union elections. 

II. Background 

III. 

IV. 

In enforcing the' LHRDA election standards, D:SA has .:odOi_)tcd a 
policy of encouraging unions to resolve their owa probier.1s 
with government interver.tio:1 as a last resort. In an attempt 
to avoid potentially actionc;.b:e com;,>laints concerning an 
election and to minir.lize future demands for an investigation 
or rerun, LNSA, when requested, has provided a lir.titcd amomtt 
of advice and technical assistance before the conduct of an 
election to help the unions co1.1ply with the L}li.U).\ election 
standards. Although ~!SA had been requested in advance to 
supervise and conduct the elections for major unions, the 
Agency has declined to do so because of a lack of authority 
and resources to undertake such an activity. 

In the last year, because of Sec~etary Usery's desire to anticipat~ 
and head off pos.sible problems, U1:SA agreed to observe and 
advise the IUE on its election of international officers. 
This action sets a precedent for LMSA 7 one which has heavy 
resource implications for the adr.1inistratio•1. of this program. 

Status of \Vork on the Issue 

Upon completion of its involvel7.ei."lt in the IUE election, the 
Agency will review and assess its eh~erience and develo;,> an 
issue paper co:1cerning the ir.1plications and policy options 
for this activity. 

Critical Dates 

It is anticipated that over the next fe~., months U!SA \·Till 
prepare an option paper for revie\oT at Der>artl.lcntal policy
making levels. This review vrill be required in the first 
half·of calendar 1977 becaase of the im~act on :Lesource 
requests associated with the FY 1978 planning cycle. 
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Is the National Education Association a Labor Organization under the LMRDA'Z 

I. Statement of Issue 

The issue is whether the National Educatfon Association (NEA) is a labor 
organization within the meaning of the Labor-Management Reporting and 
Disclosure Act of 1959, as Amended (LMRDA) by virtue of the involvement 
in the private sector of appro~imately 25 local affiliates, or whether 
the NEA is not subject to the LMRDA in that its involvement in the private 
sector is so li~ited as to be "de minimis. 11 

11. Background 
' 

The Department issued a regulation in 1959 (29 CFR 451.3{a)(4»providing 
that a national labor organization composed of both governmental and non
governmental locals is subject to the LMRDA, and has asserted coverage 
over several national labor organizations which have only a minimal in
volvement in the private sector {such as the American Federation of 
Teachers (AFT), AFL-CIO, the American Federation of State, County, and 
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, and the American Association of University 
Professors). This position, which implicitly rejects "de minimis," may 
be challenged in court by the NEAa 

·This issue is significant in that action cannot be taken on complaints 
concerning the election of officers of the NEA until the question of the 
Secretary's jurisdiction under the LMRDA is resolved. This matter is 
especially significant at present in that ·there is a pending election 
complaint on which action must be taken in the near future. We have 
obtained a waiver to ~tend the statutory period for action until the 
end of November 1976, and if an additional waiver is obtained, a decision 
on the coverage of the NEA may be deferred until the beginning of 1977. 

This issue has been raised regularly over the past ten years by election 
complaints and by complaints from officials of the AFT that the Department 
has not treated the AFT and the NEA equally in the matter of coverage. 
The Department has not asserted coverage over the NEA in the past because 
of the lack of evidence that the NEA has affiliated organizations which 
are active in the private sector. Evidence on approximately 25 such 
local organizations has now been obtained. · 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

In view of the possibility that legal action may arise whatever the de
c~s~on on this issue may be, the evidence and a recommendation were for
warded to ·the Associate Solicitor for Labor-Management Laws. 

IV. Critical Dates 

The critical dates are "late November 1976 for the pending election com
plaint, and early next year with regard to the long-pending AFT coverage 
complaint. 
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The Memorandum of Understanding re: 
Enforcement of the LMRDA 

1. Statement of lssue 

Whether the Memorandum of Understanding entered into by the Depart
ment of Labor and the Department of Justice in early 1960, delegat
ing to the FBI the t.£nvestiga-ti.Qn of most of the criminal provi.siohs 
of the Act, should now be rescinded. 

· 2. Backgro1;md 

Upon passage of the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act 
in September 1959 it became apparent that the Bureau of Labor
Management Reports of the Department did not have the expertise 
for investigating the criminal provisions of the statute. Accord
ingly, in early 1960, the Department of Labor entered into a 
Memorandum of Understanding with the.Department of Justice dele-
gating to the FBI the authority to investigate,many I . 
of ~he criminal violations of the LMRDA. . Over "the years the -Memo
randum of Understanding has been modified to the extent that the 
individual U. S. attorneys may designate either LMSA or the FBI 
to investigate the violations at issue; almost-universally the 
U. S. A's prefer LMSA to conduct the investigations in labor
management matters. Since LMSA now has 'the expertise to enforce 
all provisions of the Act the Memorandum of Understanding serves 
no practical purpose and should be amended leaving to the FBI 
only the enforcement of officer-convict and violence violations. 

.3. Status of Work on The Issue 

A proposed revised Memorandum of Understanding is currently being 
prepared for discussion with the D/J. 

4. Critical Dates 

Since the Memorandum of Understanding has always imposed barriers 
to efficient field operations it is recommended that .it be amended 
by May 30, 1977. 
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Presi.dent 1 s Anti-Organized Crime Program 

1. Statement of Issue 

The necessity for formalizing with the Department of Justice the 
Department of Labor's participation in the Anti-Organized Crime 
Program. 

2. Background 

LMSE provides the Department of Labor support to the Anti-Organized 
Crime Strike Forces presently operating in 14 major areas. Each 
Strike Force is headed by a special attorney from the Department of 
Justice and is supported by investigators from the various federal 
law enforcement agencies participating in the program LMSE has 
provided support to the President's Anti-Organized Crime Program 
since its inception. However, we have never formalized the terms 
and conditions of our participation with the Department of Justice. 
As a result, we found LMSE Compliance Officers being used on investi-· 
gations involving mail fraud, internal revenue violations, etc. 
We have, within.house, corrected these situations and now limit our 
participation to labor-management matters only. It is essential 
that we enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with the Depart
ment of Justice defining and delimiting Department of Labor partici-
pation in this program. · 

3. Status of Work on the Issue 

LMSA has drafted a proposed Memorandum of Understanding which will 
be discussed with appropriate officials in the D/J. A meeting was 
recently held with the representative of the D/J responsible for 
the Anti-Organized Crime Program at which time this issue was dis
cussed. LMSA requested that coordinating plans be made by all 
participating agencies for the coming year's activities and that 
the participating agencies be given more say in where the Strike 
Forces are to be located, the goals and targets, and the allocation 
of personnel. 

4. Critical Dates 

The Memorandum of Understanding should be finalized within the next 
six months. Coordinating planning by all participating agencies 
should be undertaken within the same time frame. Therefore, this 
matter should be concluded no later than May 30, 1977. 
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PROGRAM ISSUE 

I. Statement of Issue 

Construction industry wage data submitted on a confidential 
basis may be subject to retease under the Freedom of 
Information Act. 

II. Background 

When the union members of the CISC pledged their support 
to the continuation of the CISC data system in 1974, they 
requested that the Department of Labor not make the total 
system available on request except to the national construction 
unions. The unions felt that the wholesale availability of this 
data in a convenient comp:.tter format could prove inimical to 
the best interests of tp.e industry during negotiations. Specifi
cally, the unions feared that the data would be widely published 
and that effo~ts would be made to use the published data to 
attempt to influence the course of negotiations. 

The Department of Labor agreed to honor the union's request 
to keep the file confidential and to date there has been no 
form:al effort made by unauthorized parties to obtain copies of 
the file. During 1976, however, several inquiries, were 
received by the Division concerning the availability of the file. 
None of these inquiries resulted in a claim under the Freedom 
of Information Act. 

III. status of Work on the Issue 

As a result of the inquiries the Division sought an opinion from 
the Solicitor of Labor concerning the defensibility of the 

Department's informal understanding with the building trades 
·unions. The SOL suggested that the unions supplying information 
to the Division should expressly request confidentiality for that 
information and that the Department should agree to notify the 
unions should an FOIA reque.st be received by the Department. 
The Solicitor' s suggestion has been carried out through an 
exchange of letters between Robert Georgine, President of the 
Building and Construction Trade Department. AFL-CIO, and 

Bernard DeLury, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor Manage
ment Services Administration. However, the basic issue of 

. . 
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whether or not to release the data has not been resolved. 
There is concern that, if the Department does not continue 
to comply with the restrictions originally agreed upon, the 

unions will no longer supply the basic data. 

IV. Critical Dates 

The matter will not require a decision unless a request 
under the Freedom of Information Act is made by an organiza
tion restricted under the agreement with the construction unions. 

\ 



I. . Statement of Issue 

II. 

Should there be a statutory, rather than Executive Order, framework 
for the regulation of Federal labor-management relations? 

Background 

Although Executive Order 11491 was extensively amended most recently 
in February 1975, many interesteq parties view any changes short of 
legislation as unsatisfactory, half-way measures. Federal employee 
unions and outside groups, such as the ABA and the Federal Bar 
Association, have cited fundamental defects in the present system · 
that can be remedied only by legislation. These include the narrow 
scope of bargaining, the lack of a truly neutral and independent au
thority to administer the program, and the absence of judicial review. 

Several bills to replace the Order have been considered by recent 
Congresses. No bill has ever been reported out of committee, but 
it is likely that similar proposals will receive attention in the 95th 
Congress. The issues involved in· such legislation have been studied 
at the staff level by several Task Forces within the Department over 
the past several years, but no decisions were taken at a policy-making 
level on how to proceed further. 

III~ StatuE; of Work on the Issue 

In the absence of a policy decision in this matter·, no effort had been 
made in prior years to draft ~ Departmental bill. Now, however, 
renewed staff work leading to development of a legislative proposal 
is <neof LMSA 1s high priority objectives for fiscall977, but work 
has not begun pending resolution of the policy questions noted in part 
IV below. Further, research contracts have been let and are in 

· progress to study several key issues in Federal labor-management 
relations. 

IV. Critical Dates and Questions 

The major question that needs to be answered at this time is whether 
the Department should begin to formulate draft legislation to regulate 
Federal labor-management relations. If a decision is made to proceed 
in this direction, a related question is how, and to what extent, other 
interested parties, such as other Federal agencies, employees, unions, 
and the public, should be brought into the process of formulating a 
legislative proposal. Finally, the myriad substantive policy questions 
involved in drafting the details of such legislation will have to be addressed. 
If we are to avail ourselves of the findings of outstanding research · 
contracts, the earlie'st date by which a draft bill could be finalized 
would be early 1978. 
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I. Statement of Issue 

Is Federal legislation to protect the collective bargaining rights of 
State and local government employees necessary or desirable? 

II. Background 

In the past, the Department has taken a public position opposing Federal 
legislation in this area on numerous grounds, including the relative lack 
of experience in public sector bargaining at all levels. Notwithstanding 
this public position, some of the major issues and problems that might 
be raised by Federal legislation in this area have in the past been under 
study within the Department at the staff level. 

In recent years, moreover, Congre.ss has shown an interest in this area, 
since some States have failed to enact even minimal guarantees of the 
right of employees to organize and bargain, and the provisions of other 
States' laws vary widely. Many unions and other interested groups, and 
even some representatives of State and local labor relations systems, 
advocate one form or another of Federal legislation. The recent Supreme 
Court decision in the National League of .Cities case holding unconstitu
tional the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act to States and local 
governments, however, may make Congress more cautious in proceeding 
in this direction, since the ruling casts doubt on the constitutional 
underpinning for Federal regulation of States that is grounded on the 
Commerce Clause. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

In its legislative program for 1977 I the Department proposes to study and 
prepare recommendations on what Federal role, if any, is appropriate in 
this area. 

IV. Critical Dates and Questions 

A decision by the Department on whether to modify its current opposition 
to any Federal legislation in this area, and to begin to develop Federal 
legislation will be influenced by several key factors, including the 
state of labor relations in the non-Federal public sector and the interest 
expressed in such legislation by the 95th Congress. If a decision is made 
that Fede,ral action is desirable, then it will be necessary to explore the 
form that legislation should take, as well as how to avoid the constitutional 
problems encountered b.y the FLSA amendments in the National League of 
Cities case. 
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I. Statement of Issue 

What official position should the DOL take towards legislation to 
permit "common situs11 picketing in tqe construction industry? 

ll. Background 

The Supreme Court's decision (1949) in the Denver Building Trades 
case held that Sec. 8(b)(4)(B) of the Taft-Hartley Act prohibited a. 
union from picketing a construction site whenever the picketing had 
the effect of inducing the employees of contractors with whom the 
union had no dispute to refuse to perform their services. The 
construction unions have long opposed this ruling as denying their 
members the same rights as industrial unions, who may picket any 
employer at the industrial site .which is involved in the normal 
operations of the primary employer. 

Bills have been introduced in the Congress over the- past 25 years 
to amend the law and overturn the Denver Building Trades decision. 
Although such legislation was generally supported by previous. 
Administrations, none of those bills passed the Congress prior to 
1975. Most recently, Secretary Dunlop in 1975 supported a legislative 
proposal to permit "common situs11 picketing, and formulated a 
proposal to reform construction industry collective bargaining. The 
two proposals were merged as H. R. 5900, which was passed by the 
Congress but vetoed by President Ford (for which-he was severely 
criticized by the unions). The Democratic platform supports "the 
full right of construction workers to picket a job site peacefully. 11 

Ill. Status of Work on the Issue 

The DOL has done no work on this matter since the President's 
veto. 

IV. Critical Dates 

It is anticipated that a "common situs" bill will be introduced in 
the new Congress, but any action by the Congress will depend on 
other priorities. A policy decision is needed as to whether or not 
the DOL should take any legislative initiative in this matter. 
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I: Statement of Issue 

What official positi.on should be taken l;>y the DOL towards Sec. 14(b) 
of the Taft-Hartley Act? 

II. Background 

Sec. 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act establishes the right of any State 
to enact a so-called 11right-to-work 11 law prohibiting union-shop 
provisions in collective bargaining agreements covering employees 
in that state.· Twenty states currently have such laws, which the 
unions oppose as a deterrent to their organizational efforts. Louisiana 
was the most recent state (mid-1976) to enact such a statute and in 
November 1976, the voters in Arkansas defeated a proposal to change 
that state 1s 11 right-to-work11 law. 

President Ford opposed the repeal of Sec. 14(b); consequently, while 
many DOL officials have on various occasions expressed their per
sonal oppostion to "right-to-work'.' laws, no initiative has been taken 
by the DOL to repeal Sec. 14(b), (nor was any such bill introduced by 
any other person in the last Congress)~ The AFL-CIO has repeatedly 
recorded its opposition to Sec. 14(b), and the 1976 Democratic platform 
promises to 11 seek repeal of Sec. 14(b). 11 

III. Status of Work on .the Issue 

No work is currently underway in the DOL with respect to Sec. 14(b). 
It is likely that a bill to repeal Sec. 14(b) will he introduced in the 
new Congress, but any Congressional action on this matter will depend 
on other priorities. 

IV. Critical Dates 

The DOL regularly receives correspondence and inquiries (many 
referred from the White House) on the Administration 1s views towards 
Sec. 14(b) and 11right-to-work11 laws. Recent responses frequently 
quote the President's opposition to the repeal of Sec. 14(b). It is 
anticipated that the DOL will need to respond to further inquiries on 
this matter at the outset of the new Administration. A policy decision 
will also need to be made as to whether the DOL should take any 
legislative initiatives in this matter • . 
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PENSION AND WELFARE BENEFITS PROGRAMS 

I. Program Issues: 

1. Case Quality COntrol and Inter-Intra Agency 
Coordination 

2. Central States '!Bamsters Investigation 
3. Report Fonn Processing Coordination 
4. Training 

II. Policy Issues: 

1. Dual Jurisdiction with the Internal Revenue Service 
2. Pension Program IDeation within Depa.rb'rv:m.t 
3. Pre-Errption of State Laws 
4. PUblic Disclosure of Filings 

III. Iegislati ve Issues: 

1. A:rrendrrents to the Employee Retirerrent Income 
Security Act (ERISA) 

IV. Regulato:ry Issres: 

1. COmplia"lce Strategy Irrplerren.tation 
2. Exerrptions from ERISA Requirements 
3. Regulations Interpreting ERISA 
4. Technical Assistance at'ld Public Education 

Strategy 

* A = Priority 1 
B = Priority 2 
C = Priority 3 
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I. "Statement of Issue: Case Quality Control and Inter-Intra Agency Coordination 

Control of ERISA case quality is closely tied to the level and quality of coordination 
retween the Departrrent, the IRS, and the Department of Justice, and between the 
Office of the Solicitor and PWBP. 

II. Background 

Upon enactment of ERISA there were no procedures or policies applicable to case 
identification, control, investigatimor resolution. Since a high degree of 
quality in cases contributes to effective administration of ERISA an initial 
investigation program was developed and set forth in a Compliance Officers Hand
book. In addition, IMSA personnel responsible for ERISA program cases in the field 
review all reports of investigation suhnitted (the National Office (NO) does not 
have direct control over these persons). The Enforcement staff furnishes technical 
advice to the investigating officer in unique or potential precedent setting 
situations. 

The NO is responsible for maintaining liaison with the Department of Justice (OOJ), 
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and other agencies to augment the w:Jrk of the 
field, advises the field of appropriate areas of investigation in a case, and reviews 
to assure that trose areas are covered. 

Coordination with the OOJ with respect to investigation and litigation has been a 
tremendous problem. The OOJ has been reluctant to fully coordinate its activities 
in the ERISA area. The situation with IRS has also been very bad, and both leave 
substantial room for improvement. Also, the Depart::rnent has had internal problems 
of coordination as am::mg audit, investigation and legal staff. This alone could 
keep the Department from effective ERISA implementation. This problem ties to 
resolution of issues I-2, I-3, II-1, II-2, and IV-1. 

The effectiveness of the overall effort to date has not been great. If the 
Department is unable to implement effective internal mechanisms, it may lose its 
ERISA responsibilities. If the three agencies are rmable to begin \<X)rking together, 
an option discussed in the past of a totally separate ERISA agency may gain new 
support. 

III. Status of vlork on the Issue 

The quality of cases is improving. As case reviews disclose shortcomings, they are 
returned to the field. This procedure has improved the quality of cases. However, 
rmtil better internal control and coordination mechanisms are developed, little 
additional improverrent can be expected. 

The program is currently working to develop better means of case control. In addition 
the program is working on both the intra and inter agency coordination problems. 
However, coordination solutions may ultimately have to re enforced from the White 
House 

IV. Critical Dates 

Given the importance of case control, action must care as soon as possible. In 
case new resources are needed, action must be taken by early 1977. Any changes 
in organization relationships to ensure better coordination must also be immediate. 

' 
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I. State of Issue: Teamsters Investigation 

How to assure that the integrity of the current investigation into the 
Teamsters Central States Southeast, Southwest Areas Health and Welfare 
Funds is rraintained. 

II. Background 

The subject investigation began in the fall of 1975. Initial \\Ork ma.de it 
clear (by December 1975) that the investigation of this very large plan would 
demand special arrangel.lEilts, and as a result, a Special Investigations Staff 
(SIS) was forned. 

A t-1em::>randum of Understanding was also signed between PWBP and the Solicitor 
making special arrangerrents for the makeup of the SIS. This arrangerrent 
has allowed effective integration of legal, audit and investigative 
personnel, and should be a rrodel for restructuring the PWBP enforcerrent 
staff and the Solicitor's staff persons assigned to ERISA work. 

The Special Investigations Staff has been \\Orking extrerrely hard to nove 
forward with its responsibilities in this area. Anong the results obtained 
thusfar has been the restructuring of the Board of Trustees of this plan. This 
restructuring, acca:nplished through rna.ss resignations of trustees, 

effectively changed control of the Board, and is being followed up by 
negotiations leading to an agreercent between the OOL and the Fund concerning 
ha:..v the assets of the plan will be managed in the future. Also, one farner 
trustee of the Fund resigned as a direct result of a OOL demand that the 
plan rerrove him for failing to cooperate. Primary staffing of 20 p::>sitions has been 
COI'Ipleted, and staffing is now m.derway with respect to already authorized 
15 additional p::>sitions. 

This is the largest investigation m.dertaken m.der ERISA, and can be expected 
to set the tone for what type of enforcement employee benefit plans officials 
can expect. This investigation is clearly the Department 1 s rrost visible 
ERISA activity. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

The Depa.rtn:ent has requested that 25 p::>sitions be included in a FY 1977 
supplercental. Ha:..vever, in addition to this staffing request, other actions 
nn.lSt be taken. These inclu::1e: 

Continuing efforts will be necessary to insure proper coordinating 
with the Internal Revenue Service and the Deparbnent of Justice; 
supp::>rt from the Secretary will have to continue to assure the present 
level of independence of this staff. This includes a need to insure 
that the M:morandum of Understanding signed by the Solicitor and the 
Administrator strictly followed as the investigation proceeds. 

rv. Critical Dates 

The primary need at present is tied to the FY 1977 supplerrental request. 
Necessary actions must be taken in January to assure that this request goes 
to Congress. 

' 
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I. Staterrent of Issue: Reports Processing 

Ha.v best to coordinate OOL al'ld IRS reporting processing procedures mder ERISA in 
order to naxiroize econorrw and efficiency while minimizing t..,_e burden placed on 
employee benefit plans by reporting requirerrents. 

II. Background 

ERISA requires annual rep::>rting to both OOL and IRS on errployee benefit plans. 'lhe 
two agencies devised and have issued a joint annU3.l rep::>rt {Form 5500) to ease the 
burden on filers by avoiding their having to conplete two different forms. Both 
agencies receive a copy of the Form 5500, but the filers are often different 
(welfare plans file only with :OOL) 1 provide different information (schedules go only 
to OOL), and file at different tine (tax year vs. plan year). By intent, ERISA 
establishes different uses for the information, at different tines, for each 
agency. Finally 1 certain data disclosure restrictions apply to IRS which are 
specifically not applied to OOL. 

01\18 has expressed conoem about OOL and IRS both publishing statistics from Form 
5500 data and has stressed the need for coordination in this area. In this 
respect, two areas of potential coordination are {1) data editing (identification 
and correction of errors or omissions on rep::>rts) and (2) data entry (key pmching) • 
It seems particularly irrp::>rtant that we avoid a situation where both agencies would 
be rontacting the same filers to correct rep::>rt errors or omissions --- such dupli
cation could be expected to bring public and p::>ssible Congressional criticism. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

'Ihe program has rret with IRS and has info:r:rred IRS of our needs with respect to data 
editing and data entry of sorre 100,000 Form 5500 1 s OOL had selected as a sa:rrple for 
statistical publishing purposes. We have asked I.RS to study our needs and let us 
knar.rl if they can handle the additional 'WOrkload within the tine deadlines we have 
specified. We pointed out that they do not currently receive Form 5500 from welfare 
plans (they reoei ve Form 5500 1 s for all pension plans) and that both J:E!lSion and 
welfare plans are included in our report sa:rrple. 

'Ihe IRS representative reacted favorably, but implied that IRS wished to go well 
beyond statistics related servicing. He said IRS could probably handle our work. 
He also said IRS might be "tvilling to reoei ve Form 5500 from ~N"elfare plans to over
corre the single agency filing problem. He was unable to corrrrent on time needs. 

AgreeiiEilt by OOL and IRS to the above prop::>si tion nay be the start of an irre\ler
sible trend that could result in the transfer of sufficient OOL report related 
activities to IRS to endanger adequate fulfillrrent of OOL disclosure, enforoerrent 
and statistical publishing responsibilities under ERISA. 

'Ihe full ramifications of this issue must be explored before any action is taken, 
and that analysis is not in progress. 

rv. Critical Dates 

Need to have OOL/I.RS understanding by February 1977 to permit maximum coordination 
of rep::>rt processing on 1977 annual rep::>rt forms and to allow any resulting 
changes in the FY 1978 budget. 
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I. Statement of Issue: Training 

Training and ma.intaining the professional skills of the PWBP staff. 

II. Background 

Upon passage of ERISA the administration of a broad and co:rrq;>lex area of benefit 
plan operations and the people involved in those operations are ma.de the 
responsibility of OOL. There WE!r'e limited numbers of experienced personnel 
available for recrui tl'l:ent. Those who did not have a degree of expertise 
required indoctrination and training in the new law. At the sane tiTre they 
were being indoctrinated ma.ny of these people were developing :policies and 
procedures for the administration of that law. A limited field staff was 
transferred fran other programs within OOL. This staff, as well as national 
office personnel, required training in the law, e:rrq;>loyee benefit plans, and 
proposed PWBP enforcement program, investigative skills and techniques and 
PWBP policies. 

On a crash basis a handl::xx:>k for the guidance of Carrpliance Officers was developed. 
It assembled procedures and policies in various types of investigations arrl the 
PWBP enforcE!ll'ent strategy. 

Also, a contract was let for the provision of nine courses for e:rrq;>loyees cover
ing all the areas noted above. These efforts have provided a knowledge base 
for ma.ny e:rrq;>loyees, but over 200 new employees now need this sarre training. 
In addition, all employees nCM need this in-depth training covering provisions 
of ERISA if they are to effectively and competently perfonn thier duties. 

III. Status of Work on Issue 

The initial training program successful! y exposed PWBP personnel to various 
facets of the law, the operating procedures of the office and sare of the :policies. 
This was done by making heavy derrands upcm the tirre of ma.ny staff people who 
neglected their primary responsibilities to respond to training requirements. 
There were no staff personnel wm had sole responsibility for training. · There 
are now no PWBP personnel solely responsible for training. The updating of the 
Caxtpliance Officers Handbook as policies, procedures and investigating rrethods 
are refined or changed is a requisite, but personnel are not available to perfonn 
this task. Failure to continue a training program and to ma.intain a handl::xx:>k 
that is current concerning policies, procedures and decisions affecting ERISA 
will seriously affect the field staff and will further erode their ability to 
properly administer the law. 

The program is \'\JOrking to develop a training program, but must depend on an 
I11SA training office that has neither the staff nor technical expertise to develop 
that which is needed. 

IV. Critical Dates 

The implementation of ERISA will not competently be perforrred unless staff 
receive training. First, an organization decision is needed that will place 
full responsibility for teaching in PWBP. Second, necessary staff will need 
to be ma.de available to develop the training program. Neither of these actions 
can afford delay. 

, 
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I. Staterrent of Issue: Dual Jurisdiction 

ERISA as enacted was a statute with joint responsibilities and overlapping 
jurisdictions that has demanded a high degree of consultation and coordi
nation between the Depa:rtrrent of lal:x::>r and the Internal Revenue Service. 

II. Background 

Eirployee benefit plans have historically been the subject of interest by 
lx>th agencies. The IRS has established standards for initial qualification 
of plans for tax deferred status and nonitors continued compliance by annual 
tax reporting. The Departrrent of lal:x::>r {OOL) has becorre concerned with 
protecting the interest of plan participants first through reporting and 
disclosure alone, the Welfare Pension Plans Disclosure Act (WPPDA), sub
sequently advocating legislation to establish standards for plan operation 
and conduct of plan officials. The passage of ERISA created a statute 
administered in part by these two agencies with differing interests to protect. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

In the area of regulations the agencies recently reached agreerrent on a 
priority for consideration of certain regulatioos requiring coordination. 
It is important that {OOL) "input" into IRS regulations because the interests 
served are different and OOL con:m::mts often enable plan participants to 
achieve a greater degree of protection than might otherwise be the case. 
Also in the area of regulations, the agencies have held joint hearings to 
assist in the developrrent of corrm:m positions. 'lhis is n€!W, and an exper
ience assessrrent is not yet possible. However, it would be difficult for 
progress mder this new agreerrent to be less than in the past. 

The exemptions from the prohibited transactions provisions are another impor
tant area requiring ccx::>peration. In August, 1976, a M:mo of Understanding 
was agreed to that should J?ennit a nore orderly consideration of dual 
jurisdiction exe.rrptions. 'lhis has not yet occurred, however. 

ERISA also }?emitted the Depa.rt:mant to con:m::mt on plan submissions for qual
ification. The procedures have been developed and contacts established to 
enable the Depa.rtnent to make a worthwhile contributioo in this area. 

While the Depa.rtnent and IRS have taken steps to ensure gcx::xl :relations, the 
tie has been strained at best. Experience 'INOuld clearly justify a n€!W 
jurisdictional arrangerrent, ro.:Udng the success of n€!W agreerrents exceptionally 
important. It is not our ~tion however, that this will be the result, 
and intense public and congressional pressure can be expected. 

The program is n<:::M developing an options paJ?er on the issue as part of an 
overall review of the legislation. Resolution of this issue is tied to 
m.mi)ers IV 2 and 3. 

IV. Critical Dates 

Because of Congressional concern and public interest in the issue of dual 
jurisdiction, the Departrrent must dem::mstrate the ability to administer ERISA 
in its present form or be prepared for Congressional attempts . to either split 
the responsibilities for administration between the agencies or grant one 
agency the prirre :responsibility for regulating the errployee benefit plan field. 
Continuous high level oversight is therefore essential to insure progress 
under dual jurisdiction. Should legislative action in this area be deter-
mined desirable a decision would have to be made by February, 1977. 

, 
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I. Staterrent of Issue: Pension Program IDeation Wi t..~in the Iepa.rt.rrent 

Wlere srould the program charged with ERISA inplerrentation be located within 
the I:eparbrent of Labor. 

II. Backg:t:<?tmd 

Up tmtil the final stages of conference comnittee consideration of ERISA, the 
bill before the COngress contained a provision which would have created a new 
ERISA assistant secretary within t..~e I:epartrrent. 'Ihis provision can:e out of the 
legislation, and the program was placed within the Labor-Managerrent Services 
Administration {LMSA). 

The Secretary created the p:Jsition of Administrator, PvVBP, in April 1975. In 
May 1976, the Secretary issued Secretary's Order 13-76 which delegated to th..e 
Administrator, J?~;'V:BP, p:Jlicy and prograrn managerrent for carrying out responsi
bili ties of the Iepartrrent tmder the ERISA. 'Ihe Assistant Secretary for LMSA 
was assigned resp:Jns.ibility for directing field and managerrent operations and 
systems services for IWBP. 

IJ.EA directs its field staff, including staff which handles ERISA work, through 
a Field Operations office and six Iegional Administrators who have line authority 
for all IJ.EA programs. WJBP has responsibility for program 
inplerrentation, but has no line authority to direct support personneL 

Overall experience to date has convinced sorre persons that placement of PWBP within 
I.MSA, with the current delegations, has not worked. A consensus does exist that 
the current situation needs review. 'Ihe issre is of significance because of 
irrplications for ERISA inplem:mtation. 

III. Status of Work on the Isste 

'Ihe Assistant Secretary for Administration has been charged with completing a 
full options paper on this isste. Separation could be accomplished without legis
lation rnless a new Assistant Secreta...ry p:Jsition is to be created. 

Should a decision be made to keep P"AIBP within DSA, a decision would be needed on 
the issue of the relations of the Administrator, WJBP, to the Assistant Secretary, 
LMSA. 

IV. Critical Da.tes 

'Ihe issue srould be resolved in t.he very near future if the Iepartrrent is to avoid 
serious norale problerrs which flON from the present uncertainty that exists. 
Separation, if it included the creation of a new assistant secretary position, 
would require legislative action. 'Ihis would require a decision by February 1977. 
Also, such a decision would involve a reallocation of resources or additional 
resources to handle those adrninistrati ve and support functions which are nON 
provided to p;-mp by D1SA. 
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I. Statanent of Issue: Preemption 

Section 514 of ERISA preerrpts state laws regulating employee benefit plans. 

II. Background 

A basic problem is created by Section 514's preemption of state laws. It 
is universally recognized that employee benefit plans (both pension and wel
fare benefit plans} require regulation •. In acknowledgerrent of this need, 
such regulation should exist--to whatever degree necessary--at both the 
fErleral and state levels. Preemption of state regulation by ERI&n.., with
out the simultaneous substitution of sorre other form of regulation, results 
in a void of supervision in areas united by a conrron denominator of sus
ceptibility to, and an historical pattern of, abuse. 

With respect to state regulation of insurance, several states have enacted 
legislation directly focusing on employee benefit plans (both welfare and 
f€.'1Sion plans) separate and apart from the insurance code. In addition, 
states regulate (1) group insurance arrangerrents used to fund many employee 
benefit plans (including regulation of the carrier 1 the transacting of group 
business and the content of group insurance contracts). (2) Blue Cross/ 
Blue Shield type plans and (3) prepaid professional service plans (HMO's, 
legal and dental plans) . Finally 1 soma states have sought to regulate 
self-insured employee benefit plans either under the insurance code or 
through specific legislation (both the comprehensive regulatory approach 
arrl the rrore limited Il'IEU1dating of minimum benefits}. 

Thus, the p::>tential result of Section 514 on the above areas of state reg
ulation of insurance 1 if a broad preemption of state laws occurs, is the 
absence of supervision over these benefit plan arrangerrents. Current in
terpretation of ERISA has led to this result. 

III. Status of W::>rk on the Issue 

Litigation has been initiated, or is in the process of being initiated, by 
OOL against at least one state to enforce the preemptive power of Section 
514. The program is developing a paper on this issue as part of its overall 
legislative review. This is an essential and sensitive issue that must be 
resolved in order to avoid problems in the regulation of employee benefit 
plans. 

N.. Critical Dates 

A decision will need to be made by February, 1977 on whether legislative 
action will be sought. If legislative action is not sought a p::>licy decis
ion will have to be made on what the enforcerrent strategy of the Department 
should be in this area .. 

' 
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I. Staterrent of Issue: Public Disclosure of Filings 

Should the Department allow its F~SA microfiche contractor to disclose filings 
directly to the public, and directly receive such requests. 

II. Background 

SOL has ruled to date t~at all requests for public disclosure of documents filed 
pursuant to ERISA, including high volurre requests which will be serviced by t.lJ.e 
microfiche contractor, must be received by OOL' s Public D::>cmrent Room and 
transmitted to the contractor, rather than being received directly by the 
contractor from the public, for direct service to the public. 

'Ihe inpact of ERISA includes a mass of report filings 'l.vhich cannot be handled 
other than through use of microfiche. A contractor is employed to provide micro
fiche copies of rep::>rts to OOL and to receive and service large volurre requests 
for provision of copies of microfiched plan infonration or paper copies of sarre 1 

at prescribed rates paid :!:>y the custorrer to OOL. 'Ihe contractor then bills OOL 
for services rendered. 

Other Governrrental agencies will refer the public to OOL for ERISA disclosure 
service. OOL and the microfiche contractor's representatives are working tc:Mard 
trying to rreet the cOIPing inpact of rep::>rts disclosure without the effective tool 
used by other Federal Agencies such as SEC, w~ich is the provision of direct 
access by the public to the contractor to provide microfiche and paper copies of 
plan information available in any form or arrount desired. 

Unless this situation is changed 1 program resources will have to be devoted to this 
unneeded step in the disclosure process. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

A paper on the legal issue was prepared by the Plan Benefits Security Division, 
Office of the Solicitor. 

Options on the subject are nail being prepared. 

IV. Critical Dates 

Form EBS-1 (plan descriptions) to be available for public disclosure by 9-15-77. 
Fbrm 5500 series (Annual Financial Rep::>rt - through Dec. 31, 1976) to be available 
for public disclosure by 6-15-77. 

Any change in policy ~Nhich would provide direct access to the contractor for pro
vision of plan information disclosure would have to be made in early 1977 in 
order to be of any value i."1 rreeting the OOL needs for prompt and efficient 
disclosure service to the public, Congress and other Governrrental agencies. 

Should legislation be necessary, a decision WJuld have to be :rmde by February 19 77. 

' 



III - 1 

I. Staterrent of Issue: ERISA An:endnents 

The Depa.rt:rrent must decide whether it wishes to recarmend any anendrrents 
to the Employee Retirerrent InCC>J.Te Security Act of 1974. 

II. Background 

A nurrber of legislative proposals were rrade during the present session of 
Congress which have not been enacted. by the Congress, (e.g. , H. R. 7597) • 
It can l::e e:xpected that a nurrber of proposals will be introduced during 
the next session of Congress which.will gain more serious consideration 
and on which the Depa.rt:rrent will have to take early positions. 

The ERISA is ncM two years old, and experience to date has highlighted many 
areas in which changes may be desirable. 

III. Status of V\brk on the Issue 

The program is n.a.N preparing a detailed analysis of the statute to identify 
areas where a:rrendrrents should be supported by the Depa.rt:rrent. This pa:per 
should be corrpleted by early January. 

N. Critical Dates 

Decisions will have to be made by February, 1977, on what positions the 
Depa.rt:rrent will take on given arrendrrents. 



. . IV-1 

I. Statement of Issue: Compliance Strategy Implem:mtation 

Irrplexrenting a comprehensive strategy for ERISA enforcement. 

II. Background 

Early PWBP compliance strategy vms to fully res};X)nd to public and Congressional 
requests for ERISA inforrration and assistance. Servicing forty million plan 
participants with a field staff of 135 people has fully taxed the capabilities of 
the entire organization. Added to this was a decision to respond to benefit 
disputes and participants rights corrplaints in order to obtain voluntary 
compliance. Handling these cases placed even further derrands upon our limited 
field staff. 

'Ihe Adrrdni5trator, Pl:·•IDP, changad this strategy in mid-1976 to focus prirrarily on 
fiduciary violations. Progress in transferring the emphasis of PWBP programs 
towards the investigation of fiducia:ry responsibilities has been slCM and 
difficult because of the derrands on the tirre of the field staff in all other 
areas. 

'Ihe Intemal Ievenue Service has declined to fumish i.Tlformation or assistance 
to plan participants or others until regulations are developed. People who have 
been denied assistance at the IRS tumed to OOL and PWBP. Since a pri.rre.DJ focus 
of OOL sections of ERISA are Reporting and Disclosure sections, such decision 
was made smrtly after ena~t of ERISA that J?l:.vBP would respond to requests 
for information and assistance. 

The result of these actions taken together has been a trerrendous flor11 of requests 
to OOL. 'Ihe Dapartrrent ca...'IDOt, with current resources, rreet these demmds and 
enforce the multiple provisions of E..'RISA. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

Repeated efforts (through budgetary requests) have been mad~ to increase both the 
field staff and the National Office staff to enable them to respond to the 
large workload that is generated by outside sources, and carry out directed 
compliance simultaneously. 

'!he program outlines to work on refinenent of its overall compliance strategy to 
ensure the rrost effective use of current resources. 

IV. Critical Dates 

In order for adequate resources to be available, a decision would have to be 
rrade by January for inclusion either in FY 1977 supplexrental or the FY 1978 
budget. 

, 



IV-2 

I. Staterrent of Issue: Exemptions for ERISA Requirements 

An enorrrous nurrber of exerrption applications !lave been filed with DOL and IRS in the 
2 years since passage of ERISA, the delay in t.l-J.e processing of which has resulted 
in significant Congressional and public pressure on bot. 'I) the DOL and the IRS. 

II. Backgrmm.d 

Due to ERISA's externemly broad coverage, many comron, established business practices 
have become prohibited transactions. Congress granted the OOL and the IRS dual juris
diction over the granting of exerrptions as a relief in such situations if the exenption 
would be administratively feasible, in the interests of and protection of plan partic
ipants and assets respectively. 'lb date, performance of the agencies has been terrible. 
It has proven to be nearly impossible, due to t..'l)e necessity of rrerging the conflicting 
perspectives and philosophies of DOL and IRS. In addition, there have been substantri.al 
conflicts between PWBP and t'l)e Office of the Solicitor. 

III. Status of WOrk on the Issue 

Effective ~ober 15, 1976, the DOL and t.'l)e IRS executed a 1-:Tertorandum of Understanding 
which is intended to expedite the processing of exerrption applications which up to that 
date had been backlogged for lengthy periods of tirre. In addition, in an attenpt to 
standardize incaning applications, DOL has published an ERISA application procedure. 

Since the passage of ERISA, a total of 538 applications for exerrption have been filed 
with OOL and IRS. During that period, the agencies have granted only 8 exenptions. 
'Ihis poor record is the result of conflicts between DOL and IRS, conflicts between 
~VBP and SOL, and inadequate staff. The Departnent and the IRS have been severely 
criticized for t.>Us record, and Congress has made it clear that legislative action 
will be taken during the coming session if the agencies do not solve the problems 
themselves. They are working to develop better processing approaches, but the basic 
philosophical differences may rreke a non-legislative solution irrpractical. PWBP is 
studying the issue, which ties closely to issue II-I, dual jurisdiction. Within the 
Depart:Irent the Under Secretary has set up a system of weekly status reports, and 
has delineated responsibilities of the Solicitor and the program. Strict goals have 
been set for exerrptions to be processed, and this new system will be evaluated in 
April to determine how the long te:rm Solicitor/Program relationship should be defined. 

· IV. Critical Dates 

The following target dates have been established with respect to class exerrptions: 

November 1976 -- Mutual Funds "In House" 
Mutual Funds "Out House" 
Sale of Insurance Policies By and 'lb Plans 

December 1976 - Consultants, Ins. Agents and Brokers, Mutual Fund 
Salesmen, Third Party NOtes 

January 1977 -- Ins. Co. Pooled Separate Accounts 
Captive Ins. Companies 

There are statutory exerrptions which expire in mid-1977 and must be extended by 
administrative action if they are to continue. 

The Departrrent will have to decide on any legislative actions by February, 1977. 



IV-3 

I. Statenent of Issue: Regulations Interpreting ERISA 

In order to rreet statutory effective dates, further regulations in the areas of 
coverage, reporting and disclosure and fiduciary resJ?Onsibility must be issued, 
addressing several significant issues which re:rrain outstanding. 

II. Backgrom.d 

To irrplement COngressional intent has required that the Depa.rt::rrent prorrrulgate a 
ma.ssive voh.mE of regulations (over 90) to govem employee benefit plans sub
ject to ERISA. Certain basic regulations on coverage and rep:lrting requirements 
have been published but are not yet finalized. 

Many of the issues to be covered by regulation have been subject to intense 
public and legislative criticism. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

'fuis program and the Office of the Solicitor recently established a master listing 
of OOL priority regulation projects and the nonths in which they should be 
considered. 'Ihis proposal has been cleared by the Administrator, PWBP, and the 
Under Secretary. COordination between the Department and IRS should assist in 
rreeting the deadlines established. DJL and the IRS have recently agreed on 
priori ties for certain joint regulation projects which will penni t a n:ore 
efficient utilization of available resources. 

Regulation projects previously published which are currently tmder re-evaluation 
include annual reporting, minimum standards and gratuitous payrrents. 

IV. Critical Dates 

During 1977, employee benefit plans will be required to adopt the necessary 
arrendm:m.ts to ac.11.ieve compliance with the mini.mum standard provisions of ERISA and 
rreet the annual report filing requirerrent. 'lherefore, publication of these 
regulations is essential. 

' 



' ' IV-4 

I. Staterrent of Issue: Technical Assistance Strategy 

Strategy to direct l?tVBP public education program in calendar year 1977. 

II. Background 

To date the l?t'lBP program to educate the public about their rights under the ERISA 
has been limited to the issuance of publications (generally aimed at assisting 
enployers and plan administrators to meet their obligations under the Act) and an 
audio-visual presentation which explains the Act generally. Little has been done 
to reach plan participants and beneficiaries directly, explain t.'l-teir rights, and/or 
offer l?tVBP assistance in the settlement of disputes wit.'l-t plan administrator's over 
the interpretation of plan provisions. This direction was taken on the basis of a 
policy decision issued in 1975 at the Mrninistrator's level to cormri.t l?tVBP's current 
limited resources to situations in which statutory violations are alleged or suspected. 

There are millions of participants who are unaware of their rights under ERISA. A 
decision as to whether PWBP will continue this present low key approach to the 
problem, or will be given t.'l-te resources required to inplerrent a nation-wide public 
education program aimed at participants, should be made early in 1977. 

III. Status of WJrk on Issue 

Additional publications aimed at plan participants and containing detailed inforrra.tion 
about their rights are being w:>rked on currently. 

Limited resources continue to be a major factor :irrpeding any effort to initiate a 
broad based public education and assistance program as it appears \'las conterrplated 
by the ERISA. 

Mditional resources were requested during t..'l-te last two budget cycles. 

IV. Critical Dates 

A decision to change the current strategy would demand additional resources. Were 
a FY 1977 supplemental appropriation requested a decision would have to be made by 
January 1977. Were a change in the FY 1978 request made it would have to be done by 
February at the latest. · 





MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20212 

THE SECRETARY ~ 

JULIUS SHIS~ 

~~ ~~---~-----~-~---

Commissioner 1/Labor Statistics 

Transition Planning: Major Issues and Problems 
to be Addressed in the Coming Year 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics--as the research and statistical arm of 
the Department--really has no issues of such paramount importance as to 
require Secretarial action in the coming year. It does~ however, have 
three activities that may create outside interest; hencet the top 
policy staff should be at least aware of them. They are: 

1. The Employment Review Commission: PL 94-444~ which authorized 
appropriations for public service jobs~ also establishes a 
National Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics, 
which will have responsibility for "examining the procedures, 
concepts, and methodology involved in unemployment statistics 
and suggesting ways and means of improving them." The 
President, according to the Act~ is to appoint nine members to 
the Commission, seven to be experts on employment and unemploy
ment statistics and two to represent the general public. The 
Commission's report of its findings and recommendations is due 
18 months after the appointment of the first five members of the 
Commission. 

The Bureau is developing a list of qualified persons which may 
be helpful in selecting candidates for the Commission. We are 
also preparing a supplemental budget request for the Commission 
and to support the computer and other costs for studies required 
from the BLS and the Census Bureau. This will be submitted to 
the Department shortly. 

2. Two Consumer Price Indexes: The Bureau plans to release two 
Consumer Pric• Indexes in April 1977: a revised index for urban 
wage earner and clerical workers, which represents 40 percent of 

; 



The Secretary--2 

the population; and a new index, broader in scope, for all urban 
consumers, which represents 80 percent of the population. 

Since these indexes involve both conceptual and methodological 
changes, top level officials should be aware of the principal 
differences between them. 

3. Local Area Unemployment Estimates: Congress, in recent legislation 
such as the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, the Public 
Works Employment Act of 1976, and the 1976 amendments to the Public 
Works and Economic Development Act, has required the use of local 
area unemployment rates in the allocation of Federal revenue sharing 
funds. The development of these estimates for small areas places a 
strain on BLS standards for quality, since the data base for develop
ing the estimates is inadequate. The Bureau has undertaken a long
range program to improve the data. The fund allocations, however, are 
politically sensitive, and the administrative needs are running ahead 
of the Bureau's capacity to produce high quality data. 





ASPER 
November 17, 1976 

WELFARE REFORM 

I. Statement of the Issue 

\fuat should be the character of welfare reform and, par
ticularly, the Labor Department's role in the new system? 

· II. Background 

Several important features of any design for welfare reform 
can have an important bearing on \vorkers and on labor markets. 
These include benefit levels, work incentives, coverage of 
the working poor and work requirements. 

Many reform proposals have included a major added role for 
the Department. For example, the Nixon Administration's 
Family Assistance Plan would have given the Department full 
responsibility not only for moving employable recipients 
toward jobs, but also for paying their benefits. HEW would 
have handled the non-employables. 

Dividing the welfare population is intended to reduce the 
risk that employables will opt for the improved benefits 
rather than work. Strong financial incentives for claimants 
to work and coverage of the working poor would ease the 
Department's task of determining \vhether or not appropriate 
work has been refused. These "work test .. decisions are 
difficult, and equal treatment by thousands of government 
officials in offices throughout the country is hard to 
achieve. 

The character and scope of the manpm..;er and social services-
training, child care, etc.--that are provided employables 
is another major issue involving the Department. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

ASPER and ETA staff have been following the welfare reform 
debate since the defeat of FAP. 

IV. Critical Dates 

These are dependent on the timing of the Administration's 
plans to submit welfare reform legislation. An early decision 
may be needed on whether to attempt to delay incremental 
chanqes to existing programs until a planned schedule for 
broader welfare reform can be adopted. 





Management Issue 

I. Statement of Issue 

To improve labor-management relations in the Department. 

II. Background· 

Significance of the issue. The inability of both labor and 
management to realize a signed agreement reflects the less 
than desirable labor-management relations climate. Failure 
to reach an agreement will tend to further deteriorate the 
overall climate and relationship. 

Brief history of issue. Local 12 (National Office). Negotiations 
started in August of 1975 and continued until January of 1976. 
Even with the assistance of the Federal Mediation and Concili
ation Service negotiations were terminated by Local 12. 
Based on subsequent actions of the Secretary negotiations 
were resumed in November 1976. 

National Council of Field Labor Lodges (NCFLL). Negotiations 
with the Field Council are deadlocked even though that contract 
has terminated. Management by law is prevented from resuming 
negotiations since the Field Council is engaged in a juris
dictional dispute with the National Union of Compliance 
Officers. 

III. Status of Work on the Issue 

- The Secretary appointed a three-member team of labor
management neutrals to help devise the very best labor-manage
ment relations program that would be beneficial to employees, 
their unions and the Department. Their report has been issued 
and is being worked on. 

- A complete reorganization of the DOL labor relations 
program has been initiated and efforts are underway to identify 
and select a qualified Director of Labor Relations. 

- The Secretary has engaged a consultant assisted by key 
agency managers to lead the Local 12 negotiations. 

- A Task Force is working on defining and clarifying 
the Local 12 unit. After completion, a similar approach 
will be taken to clarify and define the NCFLL unit. 





MIGRANT FARM WORKERS 

ISSUES - FIRST SIX MONTHS 

Migrant Housing Standards Program Issue 

Richey Court Order Program Issue 

Use of Foreign Workers Regulatory Issue 

Extension of National Labor Relations 
Act 

Legislative 

(Issues are listed in approximate order of importance and 
urgency). 

, 



I. Statenent of Issue 

Should CSHA assume total responsibility for s-n.forccnent of . 
migrant housing standards? 

II. 3ackground 

Currently, three agencies in the Depc:: rt::1er.:.t of Labor share res
ponsibility for conducting mir;rant hov.si ~~.:..: ir1s pect ions and the 
enforcement of two different housinG standE~~ s. The Employment 
and Training Administration (ETA), throu~h i ts State employment 
service system, conducts pre-occupancy inspections of migrant 
farmv10rker housine; under terms of CFR 620. This resulation 
requires all housing 0\·med by employers placing an order for 
purposes of interstate recruitment of farm labor to be inspec-
ted prior to clearing the order to supply s ta.te s. OSHA is 
responsible for enforcement of CFR 1510. This regulation governs 
temporary labor camps. The Employment Standards Administration 
(ESA) inspects migrant housing owned or controlled by contractors ' 
under authority of the Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act-
applying CFR 620 or CFR 1510. Conflicts exist oet\·Teen OSHA 
standards a.nd the standards issued by ETA. 

The Department is under sharp criticism .for havins two different 
standards and shared responsibility for their enforcement by 
three different agencies. 

III. Status of Work on Issue 

The DOL Standing Committee on Farmwork~r Concer ns proposed a 
twofold course of action, subs e quently approved by the Under 
Secretary. First, OSHA will publish a proposed set of regu
la'tions combining CFR 620 and CFR 1510 by December, 1976. 
Final rulemaking is scheduled by April 1, 1977. Second, in 
order to maximize the limited resources currently available 
to inspect an estimated 50,000 migrant housing units, ·all three 
agencies "viere required to assume enforcement responsibility 
during the 1976 harvest season . The development of a single 
standard and the coordinated enforcement program were designed 
to eliminate confusion and to maximize resources . 

IV. Critical Dates and Questions 

The ir.:tportant question to be addressed · is· ;,·rhether OSHA should 
assume total responsibility for enforcement of migrant housing 
standards given the large requireBent for staff resources to 
a.cco:mplish the task. Such effort imposes a burden which this 
a£ency is unable to meet with its present level of staff. On 
the other hand, OSHA is mandat ed by lavJ to protect employee 
health and safety-- including that of migrant a.nd seasonal 
farm\'·JOrkers. 

A decision is required before the beginni ng of the 1977 harvest 
season. 

OSHA, ETA, ESA 
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I. Stateillent of Issue 

To decide DOL's legal and administrative posture if 
u.s. District Judge Charles Richey rules that DOL has 
not complied with his court order of 1974, concerning 
Employment Service {ES) services to migrant and seasonal 
farrmvorkers (NSF~vs). 

II. Background 

In 1972, DOL was sued by a number of plaintiffs repre
senting MSFWs charging that DOL violated several laws 
by not ensuring that ES agencies served MSFWs on a 
non-discriminatory basis. In 1973, Judge Richey issued 
an injunction and declaratory judgement finding DOL 
had violated several laws and directing DOL to implement 
certain reforms. A consent decree agreed to by DOL and 
plaintiffs was signed by Judge Richey in 1974, as a 
court order. The order requires DOL to take certain 
actions to insure proper treatment of MSFWs by the ES 
and also established a Special Review Committee to 
oversee DOL implementation and to report to the court. 

III. Status of ~vork on Issue 

DOL has \vorked very hard for 2 years to implement the 
order. A report to the court from the Secretary in 
November 1976, detailed DOL's compliance and asked that 
the court remove its administrative constraints. The 
Special Review Co~~ittee's report to the court indicated 
DOL had not fully complied and recommended the court 
appoint an independent source to monitor DOL for another 
year. Plaintiffs have indicated they intend to seek 
further injunctive relief. 

IV. Critical Dates 

Dates will be determined by the nature and timing of 
the Judge's ruling, which could come at any time. 

ETA 
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I. Statement of Issue 

Should the Department modify its present policy, designed 
to minimize temporary use of foreign w·orkers in agriculture? 

II. Background 

Due in part to mechanization, the use of temporary workers 
in agriculture is now generally confined to apple harvest, 
cane sugar harvest, the Maine woods industry and sheepherding 
activities. Such employers assert that American workers 
no longer seek these jobs, which often involve arduous 
labor at modest wages. On the other hand, some public 
interest and migrant legal action groups maintain that, 
with adequate wages and improved working conditions, 
American workers will fill these temporary jobs. 

This is a politically sensitive issue, with spokesmen for 
growers and workers, as well as members of Congress, often 
in frequent contact with the Department over the use of 
aliens and on wages paid in such activities. The Department 
of Labor's responsibility is to assure that growers do have 
access to adequate labor supply to avoid spoilage of crops, 
at wages which assure that the employment of aliens will 
not have an adverse effect on U.S. workers. This is done 
by pre-season recruitment for u.s. workers, and by the 
annual determinations of "adverse effect wage rates" 
which must be offered to American workers before the use 
of temporary alien workers is authorized. DOL responsi
bilities in implementing provisions of the immigration 
law relating to the use of such temporary workers in 
agriculture also involve inspections of available housing 
facilities for their use. 

III. Status of Work on Issue 

New approaches for such "adverse effect wage rates"·are 
being studied. Among major problems are: Apple harvest -
widely differing rates for many States, such as Maryland, 
Virginia, West Virginia; Sheep - unauthorized transfer of 
workers among employers in the 'vestern range which may · 
ignore DOL labor supply, wage and housing determinations; 
Maine woods - some areas accessible primarily from Canada; 
Cane harvest - work is among the most arduous type of 
agricultural labor and may require substantially higher 
wages to attract u.s. workers. 

IV. Critical Dates 

Ground rules for 1977 foreign worker use must be resolved 
in time for pre-season meetings to be held in the late 
winter or early spring of 1977. 

ETA 
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I. Statement of Is sue 

Should the Xational Labor Relations Act be amended to cover farmworkers? 

II. Background 

-
The nationls farmworkers are the only major group of employees (except 
for domestics) in the private sector of the economy who are not now 
covered by Federal labor relations legislation. To date only a handful 
of states have enacted legislation protecting the collective bargaining 
rights of far::nworkers, and the variations in state laws are creating 
inequities ior both employees and employers in the various states. 

over the past decade, a variety of legislative proposals in this area 
have been introduced in the Congress, and Department of Labor officials 
have repeatedly gone on record as favoring t~e extension of Federally
protected collective bargaining rights to farmworkers. In FY 1975 a 
draft bill \Vas formulated by the Department after lengthy discussions 
with the Department of Agriculture and representatives of agricultural 
employees and employers. Disagreements between the principal 
interested parties on particular provisions of the legislative proposal 
stalled further action at that time. Shortly thereafter, California enacted 
an agricult"Jrallabor relations law, and the Department postponed further 
action pen~ing an assessment of experience under the California statute. 
Congressional actio:rPin this area also were shelved at that time. 

III. Status of ·work on the Issue 

The Department has continued to monitor agricultural labor relations in 
California and elsewhere. Further, the formulation of farmworker 
legislation is currently an LMSA high priority objective for fiscal 1977, 
but work cannot proceed much further pending the resolution of the 
policy question noted in part IV below. 

IV. Critical Dates and Questions 

The most important question that must be addressed is whether the 
Department should now resume its efforts to draft a Federal collective 
bargaining law for farmworkers. Such efforts will necessarily include 
an assessment of the effectiveness of the California law and discussions 
with the interested parties, both inside and outside the government. 

It is likely that bills will again be introduced in the new Congress on 
this issue, but any action by the Congress will depend on other priorities. 
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CROSSCUTTING ISSUE - VETERANS AFFAIRS 

I. Statement of Issue 

A determination must be made as to the organizational 
placement and the duties and responsibilities of the 
newly created position of Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Veterans Employment. 

II. Background 

Public Law 94-502, Veterans Education and Employment 
Assistance Act of 1976, created the position of Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Veterans Employment. The 
principal function of the position is that of advisor 
to the Secretary of Labor on Departmental employment, 
unemployment and training programs to the extent they 
affect veterans. The primary purpose for creating the 
position, according to the Senate Report accompanying 
the bill, was to·establish at a significantly high 
level a position that "will produce the responsiveness 
to veteran problems within the Department of Labor which 
has been lacking to date." All the major veteran 
organizations endorsed the creating of the position, 
however, at the Assistant Secretary level. The Senate 
originally contemplated the position of the Director of 
the Veterans Employment Service being elevated to the 
level of Assistant Secretary. 

III. Status of Work on Issue 

Key decisions remain to be made regarding the following: 

Where to locate the position? The Employment 
and Training Administration, the Employment 
Standards Administration and the Labor
Management Services Administration all have 
significant responsibilities which affect 
veterans employment. 

What duties and responsibilities are to be 
assigned to the position? Is the position to 

.. function in an advisory and coordinative 
capacity and/or have direct operational 
responsibilities? 

Staff recommendations are currently being prepared by the 
Department. 

IV. Critical Dates 

P.L. 94-502 is effective on December 1, 1976. Immediate 
attention must be given to this issue, as any hesitation 
will invite criticism from veterans groups. After a candi
date is' chosen for the job, Senate confirmation will also 
be necessary.What duties 
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